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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates variables_associated with 

residential mobility and migration at the ecological level. 

The aim of the study is to test the application of factor 

analysis to a more specific subject than the deac:ription of 

the whole urban structure. 

!heoretical formula.tions about urban growth, urban 

ecology and mobility are examined, together with empirical 

research in these fields, to determine variables considered 

to be asaoeiated with ch.angea in residence. The indicators 

of variables chosen for analysi.s are from census data and 

city reports, and each census tract of the chosen urban area 

is assigned a value for each indicator. The area selected 

for the study is the Hamilton Metropolitan Area, On.tario. 

The results of the analysis reveal that most of the 

Tariation in the variables is accounted for by two factors: 

dwelling type and household composition,_ and economic status.• 

!fhese are the same factors which have been identified in 

factorial ecologies _o:f geaeral urban structure. 

The remaining factors are more associated with 

mobility, and reveal that different origins of movers an4 

migrants are associated with diff~erent characteristics and 
il.1 



geographical distributions. The hypotheses concerning the 

relationships with age, population growth and distance from 

the city centre are supported by the analysis, and the size 

and direction of movement is generally as expected. 
However, the hypothesis or increasing economic status with 

increasing distance migrated is not confirmed: migrants from 

abroa.d and different provinces t :end to migrate· t .o areas or 

lower economic status than migrants from Ontario or from the 

Hamilton metropolitan fringe. 

This study rec.ognises the limitations of a factor·ial 

ecology of residential mobility. Particular care should be 
exercised in the selection of variables and measures of these 

variables. Factorial ecology is a descriptive tool, and 

further analysis of apparent association between variahles 

should be undertaken to determine their statistical 
significance. 

The study emphasises the contribution of faetoria1 

ecology to the description of areal ass.ociations of more· 

specific subjects suc}J as residential mobility, and possibly 

for other social phenomena. As such, it provi.des a means 

for parsimonious deacription of aspects of urban social 

geography. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In migration1 and mobility2 research there has been 

a dichotomy between indiTidual and ecological stu41ea. 

Indiv.idual. studies C8llllot hope to give more than aa 

indication of associations of mobility or migration. patterns 

arui processes because of the time and cos~ of sampling large 

numbers of peopl.e. : Ecological study lJas 'been limited by the 

lack o~ • .ohilit7 an4 _aigratioa data, and :11y the dif~icu.lty 

of analysing the great complexity of relevant data for large 

nuabers o~ areas where this infor11a~ion is available, (such 

as sub-areas of urban centr~•)• In addition, aovera, 

migrant,& and mobile areas appear to exhi.bit a combination. 

of characteristic• (Jaasen, 1970, p.20), which also poses 

problems of analysis. 

Although recent studies of residential •obility 

have determined some of he elements responsible tor the 

11 1 ~tioa includes all changes of residence 
except thosiWhln the boun6ariee of one metropolitan or 
urban area, and generally involves a caange o~ employment
and uprooting of the houaehold, with partial seyeran.ce ~ 
family an4 ~riendship interaction. It includes international, 
inter-urban and wu.ral~urban movements ot migrant1. 

2 ao~ility refera to changes of residence within 
the boundaries of one aetropolitan urban area and ia l••• 
likely to involve changes in the eaployaent of the •overa. 
It iDcladea •oveaent within the city and between ci'tj' an4 
subur'ban .friD.ge. 

1 
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selectivity o~ and motivation fer residential mobility', many 

of th.ese resu1ts have been from studies of individuals and 

households. In ad4ition to eharacteristies of movers and 

their reasons for moving, the importance of individual deeision

making and individual percepti.on of_· the residential environment 

the process of searching and the availability of inf.ormation 

have been recognised recently (Brown and Moore, 1970). 

At the same time there has been research into aspects 

of human ecology in urban areas (urban ecology3) and 

extension of social area techniques4 using :factor analysis. 

The main factors appearing in North American studies have 

been labelled family status, socio-economic status and ethnic 

status (Rees, 1971). 

variables indicative of. these three· generalisations 

are also the variables upG>n which most studies o! eharaet.er

istics of mo"t'ers have been focusaed (Rees, 1970, p.347; Moare, 

1972). In some atudies (Schmid, 1960; Sweetser, 1960; 

3 Urban ecology is the study o-r areal unit.a within 
an urban area. and their demographic, land use .~and. behavioural 
eharaeteristics 

4 social area "technique.a refer to the method used t ·o 
differentiate areas o~ sillilar social charaeteristi.cs within 
the city. seven census varia'bJ..es~ are~ used to de.sc.ribe· three 
concepts. hypothesised as 'being ba•ie to the· proeesa of' urban-
isa'tion (socia1 rank, urbanisation and segregation). ~bese 
variablea are combined to give an index ~er each urban sub
are& (s.ocial area). 

http:charaeteristi.cs
http:eharaet.er
http:percepti.on


Pedersen, 1967; Rees, 1970) mobd.lity has been labelled as a 

factor, but has had. no variables clearly ass.ociated with it. 

Other stud.ies have identified population growth as a factor 

(Murdie, 1969) • 

It may, therefore, be useful to explore the 

possibility of a factorial ecology5 of urban residential 

mobility and migration as suggested by Rees (1970)~ Hil1 

( 1971 ,p.58) and B.ogu.e and Barria ( 1954, p. 60). Variables 

selected will have already been found significant in describi~ 

characteristics of population and neighbourhoods which have 

the greatest propensity for changes of residence.. The most 

significant variables. ass.ociated with each fac·tor will. indieate 

combinations which are characteristic of mobile areas. 

Although a critical analysis. of previous research isi 

beyond the scope of this present study, it should be recogni.sed 

that many previous studies have limitations in their method of 

measuring mobility, in the variables seleet.ed as :indicators 

of propensity to move, and in the methods used to tes,t thes.e 

associations. Apart from sampling errors, there are limit

ations particularly relevant to mobility and migration studies .. 

The characteristics of the mobile population may not, be as: 

5 :Factorial ecology,, considered as a form of ecolog
ical factor analysis, provides parsimonious description of 
urban areal characteristics. and compares the resulting
factors with a hypotheais:ed factor structure. Large numbers 
of characteristics of urban sub-areas are reduced, by using
factor analysis, to a few basic factors which describe 
characteristics with similar variations o~er the sub-areas. 
It also provides a measure of the association of each factor 
with each sub-area. 

http:seleet.ed
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they were at the time of residence change. Many factors 

associated with residence change involve a change in personal 

eireumstanees, yet variable,s are recorded as static: at one 

time. !he interdependence between variables requires careful 

research design to isolate the variables truly relevant to 

residence changes. 

seiecting relevant ~ariables from both individual 

anti. ecological research6 will test whether the same variables 

are rele.Tant at both these levels of analyais. !he results 

obtained cannot be appli.ed t.o individual moving behaviour 

(Janson, 1969, p.313; ·,Robinson, 1950) and will not. explain 

causes or motivations for moYing, but only determine 

fundamental pat-terns of variation in the data (Berry and Ree·s, 

1969, p.458). 

The results may also provide a basis for examination 

o:r patterns of urban growth7 and changes in neighbourhood 

structure, as urban mobility and migration is the principal 

mechanism by which such growth and change occurs. 

6 Dogan and Rokkan (1969) saw no reason why individual 
results should not be used in selection of Tariables for fact:or 
analytic stujj, provided there was no attempt to apply results 
obta.ined at one level "to a different level of population 
aggregation. 

7 Urban growth here refers to an increase in population
size either by increase in numbers within an area or increase 
of spatial extent of the urban area,. 

http:appli.ed


THEORETICAL IRAllEWORK AID PREVIOUS EMPIRICAL RESEARCH 

!he following diagram illustrates the interrelation 

between research in the areas of migration, mobility, growth 

and. eeelogr. 

TABLE 1 

1880• tnternal migration
RavensteinJ 

19208 human ee:ology urban stru.ctlfre 
(Park, Burgess) and. rowth 

mobility mobility concentric· 
and aoe·ial and urban z.onea. 
di.sorganiaation owth 
aria a: Dtu1ham Burg.esa) 

aectora 
(Hoyt) 

1940• 

1950s 

aultiple
nucli 
(Barrie & 
tJll.llan 

mo e s e 
internal 
migration . 
(Olsson, 

pro leas of ecolo ical 
fallacy (Robinson · 

Isard 

individual 
.inte;rview 
studies 

5 

ur an a:tructure ecological
and chan e associations 
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-Mobility was included as an element ia Burgeaa• 

concentric zone model of urban spatial grftth and structure 

in 1923. !his model incorporated Yon Thunen'a concentric 

rings at land us:es with Park's ecological processes of 

in'Y&sion, dominance, muccession and filtering. •igration 

into the central city wa• a centripetal force in which the 

mi.grants invaded the central area. and gradually over ti•• 

succeeded the previous residents. !hese were then part of 

the centrifugal !•roe of mobility, moving outwards towards 

the periphery as they moved upwards in aocial etatu• and 

aeaimilated into the urban commuaiv. !heir former 

residences filtered &own to the new illllligrants. A residential 

d.ensity gradient existed with :Bighest densities at the 

centre of the city. 

The recognition that city growth occurred along 

transport lines was made by Hurd (1924) in a study of urban 

land values. This was followed by Hoyt's ~ormulation of 

the sector theory of urbaD growt• and structure in 1939. 

!he proliferation of transport routes and greatly 

increased accessibility in the modern city led to 

sp_eeialised concentrations of urban activities in the form 

of aultiple: nuclei model of urban structure (Harris and 

tJllaan, 1945). 
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!'hese three f ortAa; of urban structure have appeared 

in composite ecological studies of urban. variables hy factor 

analysis (:tor example, llurdi.e, 1969). 

Urban Ecology 

Among the human ecology studi.es of urban structure 

and processes of the 1J20• and 1930s, the ef1ecta of mobility 

antl its association with soc:ial ilsorganisation, crime and 

mental illness were noted (laris and Dunham, 1939). Mobility 

rates were correlated with numbers of population and housing 

variables (Qui.Rn, 1950, pp.387-389). •any studies were 

concerned with problems, o~ aeasuring. mobility and evidence 

was gathered to support the hypothesis of a gradient o~ 

mobility rates :trom the city centre. 

!here was more emphasis at thia stage on the areal 

asaoci.ations of mobility than on the type of people moving. 

Th• result• did not reveal consi•tent relationships, 

although lower mobili~y rates were g•erall7 associa'tecl 

with higher income classes, own.era, of dwel11nga, the very 

young and very old .(Quinn, 1950, p. 389). 

During the 1940• and 1950s the ecological t .eehniques 

came under attack for the reliance on the biological baee,a 

of classical human ec:ology (Alihan, 1937) and later for the 

application e~ areal associat~ons to individuals (Robinson, 

http:studi.es
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1950). The result was a swing away from ec,ological stttdies 

and more emphasis on aethodologr. !he prim~ example ie 

aoc:ial area analysis, which classified characteristics o~ 

the internal structure of e.ities into three dimeasions ot·_ 

social rank, :Camilia:m (or urbanisation) and segregation. 

It was based on a carefully presented set of hypotheses 

c,onc:erntng the processes at werk in ur,ban areas and used. 

seven variables, (Shevky and Bell, 1955, p.4). !hree aspects 

of the increased mobility associated with increasing aeale 

of •ociety..-e noted: 

1. redistribution of population in space involving migration 

dif:terentials aaong different occupations, 

2. alteration in age/sex and supporting/dep_endent prop_~r'iioas 

in the population and the relative stability of the working

age group, 

3. diversity with isolation of sub-grou.ps in;tlu.enced by 

kinship and neighbourhood (Ibid., pp.14-16). 

These aapects are similar _to : the rel~tio_nship o~ · 

mobility and migration noted _above (p.4.) to urban growth, 

population selectivity anc1 aeigllbourhood structure and change.. 

Repli.cation of the Shevky-Bell varia'blea in other 

cities, the extension of the technique to include many more 

variables, and the adoption of .factor analysis as a computing 

ald to delimit the basic factors, have isolated substantialJ.T 

the same three dimensions (Rees, 1971, p._230). 

http:sub-grou.ps
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Examination of the spatial pattern. of these fact.ors 

(Anderson and Egeland, 1961).revealed. that family status waa 

radially distributed" economic status in eectors, and ethmt'le 

status in clusters within the ci_t_y. This is q_uite consis'lent 

with earlier .formulation ef urban structure and thus factorial 

ecology provides a synthesis of previous models. However, 

comparati'!• factorial eelogies have not always produced the 

same .factors (Berry and Rees, 1969, pp.46-7-468). 

Some factorial ecology s~dies have produc,ed factors 

labelled mobility (Pedersen_, 1967; lleea, 1970). A principal 

components anlysie of Winnipeg (Hieholaon and. Yeates, 1969) 

included variables of mobility and migration. . The :first 

component of ~igher socio-economic status bad negative 

load1aga for •percent born outsi4e Caaada •, . 'percent. 

imn:lgrated 1946-61 1 and •percent moTers from the central 

city 1956-61'. The third component labelled. stable reaideatial 

Eastern. Ellropean groups, had its highest positi.ve loading on 

'percent non-mov;ers 1956-•1 ' :• This seems to indicate some 

support that the factor analysis technique ~y P.rovide some 

areal associations of mobility and migration. 

Although •ud.ie (1969) did not include any mol:>ility 

variables in his factorial ecology _of Toronto, a factor of 

recent growth appeared for both 1951 and 1961, with high 

l«J>adings on length of occupancy and population change 

(Ibid., p.103). 

http:positi.ve
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Measures of mobility appeared as the ninth factor in 

Rees• study of Chicago (1970), but there were no significantly 

large factor lo.adings ass:ociated with it. The interpreta:lioa 

was based on study of the distribution of the factor scores, 

and indicated some relation to social status. It. was suggested! 

that the mobility pattern was related in a complex manner to 

each of the main social ai:ea factors, and careful research 

would be required to investigate this (Ibid., p.351). 

In Copenhagen. population growth and mobility 

a.ppeared as the third factor after family ·status and s:ocio~ 

economic status (Pedersen, 1967), and was concentrated la 

new au.burbs and the central city. .Age stru.cture waa 

considered a function of the processes of pupulation growth 

and mobility. 

At a different level of analysis, a principal 

compinents analysis of indicators of regional deyelopaent 

and migration betwe_en state economic areas in the United 

States (Schwind, 1971) produced. a fourth factor called 

socio-eeonomie status and mobility. 

Johns:lon. ( 1971, p •. 318) suggests the existence ef' 

isolated mobility and ur~a.n growth factors may mean such 

areas are independent ot other urban structure element:s • 

.All these factori.al ecologies are based. on a large 

http:factori.al
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number of urban structure aad population variables. There 

has been no attempt to con.fine the anitl~sis to variables 

cona,idered significant from previous migration. and mobility

studies. Considering the indeterminate state of present 

knowle&ge, and following the suggestion o~ Rees ( 1970, p.;5i1) 

ancl Bill (1971, p.58), this present study will examine the 

urban migration and mobility literature to dlteraine relevant 

variables., and use these variables in a 1'actor aaalyti.c atudy 

with measures of migration and mob~lity. 

•~gration and Mobility 

Theories ot migration and mobility exist at several 

different levels and generalisations. applic~ble t ,o migration 

from abroad. or internal migration (either rural-urban or 

urban-urban) may not be valid to explain residential mobility 

within an urban ar.ea (Harvey, 1969, p. 386) • 

Migration 

Early work on internal migration (Ravenstein, 1885, 

p.198) concluded "that most migration was over short distances. 

by stages, with each main stream having a counterstream, and 

dominated by more rural than urban migrants and more females 

than males. 

•ueh research on internal migration has been 

concerned with labour mollility and has considered economic 
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variables such as employment opportunities, wage levels, 

regional income differentials (reviewed by Willis, 1968, 

pp.31~63), distance {Zip.'.f, 1946) and intervening epportunities 

(Stouffer, 1940). The economic advantage to be gained 

fr·om migration contributes to theories of migration ancl 

regional growth (Hansen, 1971; Schwind, 1971; Herrick, 1965). 

Lowry's models relating inter-metropolitan migration and 

urban growth {1966., pp.94-96) found that a large 

proportion ot out-migration eould be accounted :tor by the 

distance involved, amount of llDemployment., wage levels, 

and. the age of persons. In-migration depended on the size 

an« composition o! the metropolitan population, job 

availability, wage levels, growth and employment and 

labour force. In 1950, in-aigrants to Chicago had higher 

labour participation rates than non-migrants, again 

emphasising the importance of employment to internal 

migrants (Freedman, 1950) • 

Mobility 

Changes of residence within the city may not be 

so dependent on employmen't, as moves do not necessitate a 

change in job. Population growth will be accompanied by 

higher levels of mobility, as people move into new housing 

(Simmons, 1968). Their former residences wil1 then 

become available tor others to move, and so through ehaiJl.s. 

o~ hous~ng vacancies. Population growth and vacancy levels 
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will therefore influence mobility rates8 in different areas. 

Declining areas o1 low or negative population growth may 

have many vacancies but low in-m.obili ty, w11ile· new areas of 

high population may have few vaDaneies and high in-mobility 

(Brown and Longbrake, 19·7·0). Here, cnbher influences must 

be considered. 

The function of distance is also significant 

within urban areas, where the majority of moves are eyer 

short distances (Simmons, 1968, p.405; C-lark, 1970). !hie 

can be related to the activity and contact spaces of the. 

individual.-:.( or houa.ehold) (Berton and. Reynolds, 1970; 

Brown and Holmes, 1970), and 1nvo1ves a directional bias 

towsrda the city eentre (•·oore, 1972) • Actual aOYing 

behaYiour seems to be related to a sectoral mental map 

extending outwards froa the present place of residence 

towards the periphery (Adams, 1969; Johnston, 1972). 

Mo•ea are more likely to occur within areas about ' which 

the potential mover has knowledge. Such knowledge is 

concentrated ia one sector of the urban area and decreases 

with distance from the present residence. 

Apart from the distance moved from origin to 

. I 

8 Mobility rate re1"era to the proportion of persoaa 
in. a given area who have changed their place of residence in 
a. given period of time. Whea referring to se1ectivity of 
mevers., the rate is the proportion of movers who belon.g to a 
particular group (for example, age, eceupation). 
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destination, di.s1anee from the city centre is of significance 

ill explaining mobility rates of different areas. !his was 

proposed in Bu:rgess' model (see above, p.6), with in-migration 

concentrated at the centre. In London. migrants from outside 

the city were concentrated in the centre, exhibiting a 

distance decay effect (Johnston, 1969a). •ovement within the 

city was ever short d..istances aad progressively outwards, 

towards the periphery, resembling Burgess' waves o:f suce~eaaien. 

A e1;udy o.r Montreal using Canadian ce11s11s data for 1956-61 

did not relate its findings to any previous research er 

mobility theory, but :found that the geographic origin.a of 

iJDJligrants determines their destination (OharboDJleau ant 

Legare, 1967, p.265). Most foreign migrants went to the 

lower-income central city area, and Canadians from out•ide 

Quebec went to llrlgliah-speaking suburbs west ef Mount Royal. 

A cU.stance decay .function. was found in Christchurch, with a 

mean moving distance o:t 2.4 miles (C.lark, 19e9). 

Moore, (1966) has related this mobility distance 

deeay fmultion t .o the decrease in population density, in 

that greater population density provides greater potential 

personal contacts: and information sourcest as well as 

greater stress :froa the increased dens.ity and proximity of 

persons. Areas of higher density tend to have greater 

res,idential mobility. In Brisbanet Moore (1970, p.13; 1971, 

p.80) found that mohility rates were explained better by 

distance from the city centre than by five population and 
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housing variables, possibly Decause these variables themselTes 

varied with diatanee troa the city centre. 

The behavioual and decision making models, and the 

conc'f!pta: of stress, place utility and search, are useful aa 

a framework for studying the mo~ility precess, but do not 

provide additional guidelines for the selection Of variables 

for an ecological study. 

More relevant are studies dealing with the 

selectivity of migrants and aovers, the mativations, er 

push and pull factors responsible, and the determinants ot· 

residential location. 

Selectivity 

The most censistent finding is tha higher prepensity 

to move of young adults, particularly those who are single, 

or married without children . (Simmons, 1968; Jansen, 1970; 

Willis, 1968). Canadian census data show that 67 percent 

of males over five years who moved between 1956 and 1961 

were between 25-29 years, and 67 percent of females moving 

were 20-24 years (Whyte, 1967, p.3). !he Effects of JDarital 

status, increase in age, and number of children, can be 

seen in lower mobility for those over 35 years, married, 

with two or more children. Correspondingly, children 5-14 

years tend to hta.ve lower mobility rates than pre-school 

children 5· years and under. There may be a s·light. increase 
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ia mobility for older persons whoe;e children have left home. 

f?ropensity to move is there.fore selective of stage in lif'e 

eycle. 

Differentiation Qf moving on the basis of sex is net-
so well defined (Willis, 1968, p.32). The only consistent 

finding is that fema1es move at an earlier age than males. 

Kigration or mobility Qf married couples wil1 show equal 

rates for both sexes, even though employment-related, longer 

distance migration may be attributed to the husband's motiv

ations, and the migration or the remainder of the household 

is involuntary. 

Other characteristics of mover~ and migrants are 

dependent on life cycle factors such as age. Of· the indicators 

of socio-economic status. (Duncan, 1961, p.116), income is 

most clea•ly related to age. Income in turn will influence 

the type of housing and tenure selected; and depends on the 

type of occupation, which depends. · on educational level. 

Generally, more lower status persans move over shorter 

distances, and longer distance migration is daminated by 

persons with higher income and educational leveis, and in 

professional occupations (Rose, 1970, pp.85-91). :rreedman 

found in-migrants to Chicago were of higher status than non~ 

migrants (1950, p.183). The unemployed, particularly those 

of higher status, move more than those employed. Self

employed persons tend to move least (Simmons, 1968, p.397). 
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Related to life cycle state and income are housing 

type and tenure. Fewer home-owners than tenants move because 

of the greater inYestment involved in owning a home. As 

single-detached dwelling are preferred by a majority of 

householdS(Lansing, 1966, p.43) and are considered more 

suitable than multiple dwellings for families with s•hool

age children, occupants of single family dwellings tand. to 

move less than multiple-dwelling occupants. 

A distinction has been. drawn between persons who 

move, and those who do not (movers and stayers) ~Moore, 1969a, 

p.115; Willis, 1~68, p.38-39). Most moves are made by a 

mebile section of the population who make frequent moves, 

whereas stayers rarely move at all. I.n addition, duration 

of residence is important, as the longer occupants have lived 

in the one dwelling, the less likely they are to move. 

The role of ethnic status in migration and mobility, 

minority groups tending to move mo~e frequently than the 

major ethnic group in the country, may -be more related to 

their lower income and education levels~ large families, or 

constraints on their finding suitable housing (Simmons, 1968, 

p.401). 

Motivation 

As. suggested by the behavioural models, migration 

originates generally from changing circumstances of the 
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householu, which lead to stress and a decrease in place 

utility of the present reslll.ence in comparison with :the 

household's needs and aspirations (Wolpert, 19651). ~or 

intra-urban mobility, the most important change is in life 

cycle stage, with its associated space requirements (Brown 

and Moore, 1970). This is particularly apparent with 

increase in the number of children with increased demand 

for living space, but also decrease in space required after 

children leave home. Other life cycle stage changes whiea 

may induee moves are marriage and household formation., death 

of spouse, divorce or separation.• 

Other reasons for moving are changing soc:ial status 

related to increase or l oss of income; or changing neighbour

hood characteristics, such as deter:.lloration of housing 

quality or social environment, or 'invasion' by groups 

foreign to the former characteristics of the neighbourhood 

in life style, culture, ethnicity or race (l.oore, 1972, p.6). 

Employment location does not appear to be a reason 

for intra-urban mob}ility, and household$ do not tan.cl to move 

closer to workplaces {Lansing, 1966, p.2; Simmons, 1968, p.408). 

However, availability of employment may be a most important 

reason for in-migration from outstde the urban area {Lowry, 

1966, p.96; Willis, 1968, p.35). · 

A significant proportion, perhaps 30 percent, of 
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moves do not involve any choice (Simmons, 1968, p.403). 

These incluie the life cycle changes mentioned above 

(household formation or di.ssolution) and also displacement 

by destruction of dwelling, urban renewal or other pressures 

such as eviction. 

The selectivity of the mobile population will depend 

on the amount o:f choice involved, as the greater the •pull.' 

or attracting force, the. more selective the movement will. be. 

Movement in response to strong •push• forces such as from a 

disaster or depressed area, will be much less selective 

(Bogue, 1961, p.15). 

Motivations are primarily related .to changing space 

requirements associated with di!rerent life cycle stages 

(mobility). employment (migration) or are involtm.Sary. 

Residential Location 

The choice of destination within the urban area o~ 

the moving household is dependent oa the housing market an4 

available vacancies. Vacancies will depend on external 

economic conditions, such as ec0nomie and spatial growth o~ 

the urban area, availability of finance, building activity 

and decisions of land developers. 

In residential location, dwelling characteristics 

Are most important, especial1y cost (Berry and Rees, 1969, 
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p.461), as it is only wi·th ineome and cost as a c·onstraint 

that other preferences can operate. These other preferences 

concern space, dwelling-type and neighbourhood (Lansing, 1966, 

p.2). The availability o~ household amenities may 

encourage or discourage in-movement, or restrict some 

housing to lower-income householcis. 

Moore (1966) intr0duced 28 additional variables into 

his analysis, but none contributed to the explanation of 

~rnover rates except access to recreational space. 

Neighbourhood quality and amenities may influence residential 

location and conse·quently the amount of in-mo'9ement to an 

area. Few people are likely to move within a poor quality 

area unless they are without rinancial or initiative 

resources to move further away. Those who do move in, may 
not possess adeque1.te knowledge of the poor amenities, or 

have the resources to locate elsewhere. Indicators of 

n.eighbourhood quality and faeili ties a.re the amount of land 

devoted to land uses other than residential (Brown and 

Longbrake, 1968; Kalbach, Myers and Walker, 1964); the; 

amount of employment in the area as opposed to residential 

population could be a similar measure. Other neighbourhood 

quality indicators are the population growth of the area, 

whether declining, stable or growing; type of dwellings; 

density of population; presence of open space and recreation 

faeili ties; quality of the atmosphere - whether air pol_lution · 

is an obvious problem or disadvantage; amount of traf'fic; 

http:adeque1.te
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and accessibility, or proximity to main areas of employment. 

Environmental cb.aract;eristics, suoh as climate, may be important 

for s.ome types of mi.grants, for example, retired persons 

(Willis, 1968, p.37). 

The residential location dec~sion has provided an 

important assumption for areal ecological studies: that 

individuals tend to move into areas which are equivalent 

to their own status and life cyele stages. In-migrants or 

movers to an area could be characterised by the socio

economic level of their destination (Brown and Longbrake, 

1968; Goldstein and Mayer, 1965). Freedman (1950) assumed 

that in-migrants to an area had common characteristics, 

and concentrated in areas where living arrangements were 

conelucive to mobility. These studies noted differences 

between migrants into urban, suburban, and rural areas; 

into industrial and residential suburbs; and llllli between 

in-migrants and intra-urban movers. Equally important is 

the fact that migrants and movers differ according tQ their 

origin, so there is a need to separate foreign immigration, 

internal migration and intra-metropolitan mobility. 

!he final relationship between neighbourhood area 

and mobility rate to be considered here, is urban change 

over time. Four types of association may be identified 

(Moore, 1972, p.33): high mobility and changing population 

obaracteristics; high mobility and stable. population 
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characteristics; low mobility and changing population; low 

mobility and stable population. ~his typology and the 

assoc'iated circumstances of each type described by Moore, 

could form the framework for an extension of the present 

study to a dynamic:. study of changing population and housing 

characteristics and mob.,ility over time9 • This could be of 

considerable value for insight into urban growth processes 

of individual urban areas, and also background information 

for future urban planning decisions. 

From this summary of the selectivity, motivations, 

resistances, areal association, direction, origin and 

destination o:r urban migrants and movers, it is apparent. 

that the migrant,BDver, or mobile area is a complex amalgam 

of characteristics, associations and influences. A factor 

analysis of these variables may reduce the complexity to 

a few basic dimensions or groupings of areas of similar 

migration or mobility, and associated characteristics. 

9 In the 1940s, Wats:on mapped the social regions of 
:Hamilton, Ontario, according to their stability and class, 
but the basis of his classification was not revealed 
(Watson, 1948, p.488). 



HYPOTHESES 

From the theory and research findings reviewed 

above, the following hypotheses are presented regarding 

the results which cou1d be expected from a factor analytic 

study of migration, mobility, population and housing. 

1. Areas of relatively high mobility (compared to the 

metropolitan average) will be differentiated from areas 

with low mobility rates (high proportion of non-movers) 

primarily on the basis of" household and dwel1ing. character

istics. More mobile areas would have a relatively greater 

proportion of 

a) young children and young adults, 
b) single persons, 
c) recent immigrants, 
d) self-employed persons, 
e) one-person households, 
f) non-family households, 
g) multiple-family households, 
h) families without children, 
1) ~ultiple-dwelling structures, 
j) tenant-occupied dwellings, 
k) dwellings occupied for a short period of time, 
1) newer dwellings, 
m) vei:y old dwellings, 
n) poor quality dwellings, 
o) dwellings where space is limited compared with 

household needs. 
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Areas of low mobility ratea would have a relatively great,er 

proportion of 

a) school-age children, 
b) middle-aged persons, 
c) large families and househol4f, 
d) ewner-oceupied dwellings, 
e) dwellings occupied for a long period of time, 
f) large, uncrowded dwellings. 

2. In-migration into the urban area will vary aceording to 


the size of centre, its population growth and employment 


opportunities, and will. be constrained by the distance from 


sources of out-migration. The largest source of mobility 


should be from within the city, then from the suburban fringe. 


srraller migration from the same province, different province~ 


and from other countries. Areas of relatively high mobility 


will be differentiated according to the origin of' movers, 


and the distance moved. The principal differences should 


appear for areas of relatively high foreign in-migration, 


and for areas of relatively high intra-urban mobility. 


The socio-economic status of in-migrants should vary with 


the distance migrated. Areas with a high proportion of 


migrants from outside the metropolitan area should have a 


higher proportion of persons 


a) in profes,sional occupations, 

b) with higher wage and salary income, 

c) with higher education levels, 

and lower proportions of persons looking for work. 
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Areas .with a high proportion of iniJr.a..urban movers should 

have a higher proportion of persons 

a) in unskilled occupation,, 
b) with low incomes, 
c) with little formal education, 
d) looking for work. 

Areas of relatively higher migration should be of higher 

economic status than areas o:f relatively high mobility. 

3. Neighbourhood characteristics such as presence of 

ethnic groups, may attract forei~ migrants rather than 

internal migrants. Quality of neighbourhood may be related 

to information availability, so the foreign migrants, because 

of lack of information and greater initial need for 

accessibility, move into the. centre o:r the city. Intra

urban movers will tend to move towards the fringe and the 

newer areas. Internal migrants from outside the urban area 

with greater familiarity of the characteristics of various 

sectors, may tend to move into outer areas. This knowledge 

may direct mid-distance migrants away from areas with high 

traffic flow, few recreation facilities and highalr pollution 

levels, so that foreign migrants and lower-status intra

urban movers will be concentrated in neighbourhoods of 

inferior quality. 



VARIABLES 

!he number of persons who changed their plaee of 

residence between 1956 and 1961 are available for a 

Canadian census sample population for census. tracts of the 

Metropolitan .Area of Hamilton, Ontario. ~his includes the 

City of Hamilton, Town of Burlington and County or Wentworth. 

All other population, housing and neighbourhood variables 

are related to migration or mobility behaviour or mobile 

areas as discussed above. Measures for these variables are 

available from the 1961 Census by census tracts, and from 

City of Hamilton reports on transportation, open space and 

air quality. 

Be~ase the data give only generalised origins 

(for example, number o:r persons in tract'i'who have mo-ved 

fro• the city, 1956-61), the concern is mainly with 

destination areas, selectivity, and residential location, 

rather than with motivations at the origin. 

The mobility data are from a 20 percent sample, and 

are therefore subject to some sampling error.. fhe· sample 

did not. include people in institutions or boarding houses~ 

an4 so may underestimate actual mebility. It d14 not include 

children under 5 years in 1961, as they were born between 

26 
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195·6 and 1961 {Stone~ 1969, pp-.327-331). The measure is 

only of mobile persons in each e.ensus tract; there is no 

measure of out-migration, or even in-migration, as the 

population moving could have theoretically all moved 

within the one tract, or all from other tracts. 

!he 1961 Census 4ata may also be subject to 

inaeeuraciee. Because of this, data are not published for 

some categories where there are less thaa 100 instances in 

a single census tract. This limitiation particularly atrects 

measure of crowding and age of dwelling. The number of 

dwellings requirillg major repair was omitted f'rom the 

analysis because of the incomplete nature of the published 

data. In Hamilton, amenities listed by the Census were 

present in 90 percent or more of dwellings, with little 

areal variation. These amenities do not provide a goo4 

measure ef. variation in dwelling quality, and were 

con•equently omitted. 

!he community and locational variables (see Table 2) 

except population growth are estimates for each census 

tract based oa data obtained from other sources. Population, 

area, and manufacturing, retail ud service employment data 

were available for 105 transport zones used for the 

Hamilton Area Transportation Plan (Parker, 1963). These 

data are for 1961. The number of each employment category 

per 100 residential population was calculated. This gives 
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an indication of the p~:aximity of other activities. The 

number o~ population per acre indicates residential density. 

These land use and density measures together indicate the 

quality of different urban sub-areas. 

Dustfall data were obtained for each o~ 14 stations 

distributed over the City of Hamilton, for each of the six 

years 1956-61 (Hamilton Department of Municipal Labaratori.es). 

Tracts were assigned values us,ing data averaged over these 

years, and isoline maps for each year from the annual reports. 

Another measure of neighbourhoo4 quality is the 

availabil.ity of open space. In 1961, Hamilton had 1,935 acres 

ot parkland inside the City and 1,900 acres in the Royal 

Botanical Gardens (Parker, 1963, p.2). !he City of Hamil-ton 

Planning Department Open Space Plan (1968) contains an isoline 

map of square feet of open space accessible per 100 population 

(1961) within one-quarter mile range. As this only covered 

the central city north of the Mountain Brow, an approximate 

measure was used - proportion of each census tract devoted 

to open space land use. 

!he pr·esence of large volumes o:f traffic, the 

associated noise and danger to pedestrians, and the fact 

this indicates land use other than residential to generate 

such volumes, makes this a possible indicator of neighbourhood 

quality. The distance decay of influence may be quite sharp, 

http:Labaratori.es
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and it is assumed that tb.e effect of traf'flc has disappeared 

by one.quarter mile. The percentage of each tract within 

this range of heavy traffic (ma.in road.a carrying 13,000 to 

32,000 vehicles per day) in 1961 was calculated from maps. of 

traffic volumes in the Hamil.ton Area Transportation Plan ;J 

(Parker, 1963) • 

Population growth 1.s intended to indicate the declining 

or growing nature of each area from 1956 to 1961 and to give 

an indication of building activity. 

The location variable of accessibility is a 

neighbourhood quality measure to some extent. It indicates 

the functional distance of each tract from the city centre, 

in accordance with the theory of decreasing mobility rates 

from the centre. This information was obtained from an 

isoline map of travel-times (including delays) in the 

Hamilton Area Transportation Plan~ As 65 percent of persoas 

included in the 1961 survey (Parker, 1963, p.11) were travelling 

by car, travel-times for car were used. 

All these variables. can be fitted into oae of the 

:t.ollowing spaces of residential relocation (Berry and Rees, 

1969, p.463): s.ocial spaee (life cycle stage and socio

economic characteristics of the population); housing space 

{attributes of dwelling); community space (att.ributes of 

neighbourhood; locational spa.ce (attributes of area in 

relation to other areas of the city, such as accessibility). 

(See Table 2, pages 29-i to 29-vii, and pages ;o to 33.) 
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TABLE 2 Selection of Variables for Factor Analysis 

variables ~rom 	previous research 
variab1es 	 fndicators 

significant for 
mobility and 
migration 

POPULA.TIOlf, 

Life Cycle Stage 
age 

marital 
status. 

number of 
chi1dren 

number of 
dependents 

household 
type 

number of 
wage earners 

new household 
formation 
household 
dissolution 

pre-school
school-age 
young adults. 
middlel"'"ag.ed. 
old 
single
married 
widowed 
divorced 
number of children 
at home 

proportion of 
populdtion who are 
children or elderly 
full-family
other family
non-family
proportion of adult 

males married 
none 
one 
more than one 

man:tage 

divorce 
separation
death of one or 
both spouses 

Variable·s used D~efinition 
for present or indica~ors 
study (see. used (numbers
discussion under·refer t ,o list 
hypotheses and of definitions 
variables) r ·ollowing) 

young children 
school.-age 
young adults 
middle.-aged
old 
single
married 
widowed 

1 
a 
9, 10 
11 
12 

13 
14 
15 

families without29 
children 

large families 30 

non-family 25 
households 

females in 22 
labour force 

http:middlel"'"ag.ed
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TABLE 2 continued 

variables. from previous reaearch 
Variables Indicators 

Socio-Economic status 

variables us.ed 
for present
study 

Definition 

income 

occupation 

employment 
status 

education 

social 
mobility 

high-income
low-income 

managerial,
professional,,
technical 

labourers 
skilled 
unskilled 
non-manual 
manual 
white collar 
blue collar 
farmers 
in labour f oree 
unemployed 

retired 
self-employed 
above-average 

college education 
elementary 

number of school 
years completed 

upward (e.~.
promotion)

downward (e.g.
loss of income) 

Other Characteristics 
ethnicity race 

ethnic group
native-ll:orn 
rel.igion
language
degree. of 

segregation 

high-income
low-income 

24 
23 

average
household 

42 

income 
managerial,
professional,
technical 

19 

l~bourers 20 

persons looking 21 
for work 

self-employed 18 

higher education16 
levels 

little formal 17 
education 

relationship to 
mobility and migration
probably depe.nd, o~
btlier chara~ter1st1cs 
of such groups 
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TABLE 2 continued 

variables from previous research Variables used Definition 
Variables Indicators for present

study 

Other Characteristics. continued 
sex 	 male re1a.tionship t .o 

female mobility inconclusi~e 
sex ratio 

origin 	 birthplace
previous see mobility variables 
residence 
(urban, rural, 
foreign) 

duration of number of- years dwelling occupied 35 
residence in same dwelling for short period

of time 
dwelling occupied 36 
for long period
of time 

space 
requirements 

size of household large families 
sharing of and households 
dwelling smal1 households 

28 

27 
health incidence o.f 

dis.ease, mental 
illness, social 
problems,, crime: 

Behavioural Characteristics 
.a.ctien apace 	 info:r.mation availability unobtainable 

and knowledge about areas from a.real data 
from sources ail.her than but, soma 01' these 
personal contact 	 indicators depend 

on other populationactivity space. knowledge about. areas characteristicsfrom personal contact (sueh as aspirations
location of frienas and depend on income 
relati~es who are visited 
strength or social network 
area and extent of activity 
space (sectoral in shape
and limited in extent) 

place utility 	 matching needs to environment 
satisfaction with housing 
satisfaction with environment 
amount of stress. from present
housing and environment 
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!ABLE 2 continued 

Variables from previous research Variables used Definition 
Variables Indicators for present

study 

B.ehavioural Characteristics continued 
aspirations. 

HOUSING 

type 

quality 

space and 
density 

activeness, of individual 
or household 
passiveness of individua1 
or· household 
commitment to upward
social mobility 
life style preferences 

single-detached 
apartment 

age of dwelling 

marginal, in 
need oi:· repair

value and cost. 
o:f dwellings 

amount of rent 
existence of 
amenities 

dwellings 	per 
acre 

population per 
acre 

households per 
dwellings 

persons per
dwelling 

rooms per person 

size of lot 
size of rooms 

number of bedrooms 

single-detachea
multiple-dwelling 31 
structures. 

newer dwellings 

very old 
dwellings 
poor-quality

dwellings
value or owned 

dwelling 
average rent 

32 


not obtained; 
see population
growth 
37 

census data 
insufficient 
43 

41 
insufficient variation 
in Hamilton sub-areas 

residential 48 
population per 
acre 

multiple-family
households 

26 

one-person
households 

27 

large families 
a.nd householas 

28 

number of persons 40 
per room 

crowded dwellings ;a 
large dwellings 

rooms per dwelling 39 
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TABLE 2 continued 

variables from previous research Variables used Definition 
Variables Indicators for present

study 
HOUSING· 
tenure and 
occupancy 

continued 
owner-occupied owner-occupied 34 
tenant.-occupied tenant-occupied 33
(rented)

vaeancies 
accupied dwellings 
government
housing

dwellings remove.d 
from hQusing market 
e.g. fire, other 

destruction, urban 

renewal, conversion 


NEIGHBOURHOOD 

land use 

residential 
areas 

building
activity 

character 

quality 

to other uses. 

residential 
industrial 

commercial 

open spa.ee 

inner city
urban 
suburban 
new suburban areas 
new housing

completions, 
decisions o:f. 
developers 

social compositioa
degree ofi group 

segregation
ethnic presence 

ghetto expansion
life style 
declining area 
growing area 
age of dwellings
reputation as 
mobile or stable 
area 

ma.nufacturing 45 
employmen"t

retail 46 
employment

service 47 
employment 

amount of open 52 
space (parks) 

relationship with 
mobility revealed 
in factor scores 

population growth
used as surrogate 
measure 

migrants from 6 
abroad, 1956-61 

population growth 44 
old dwellings 37 
see mobility 
variables 
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TABLE 2 continued 

Variables from previous research Variables used Definition 
Variables Indicators for present

study 

NEIGHBOURHOOD continued 
1quality con.tinued 

presence of 

eommunity ;:.. ., ~-'· 

instit .u tioilS. 

and amenities 


existence of uroan 
renewal schemes 

availability o:r open apace~ 52 
recreation 
facilities and 
land 

existence o:f land manufacturing, 45 
uses other tha.ll retail and 46 
residential service 47 

employment 
existence of nei.s~ high levels of: 51 
or danger: road traffic flow 
and air traffic, 
crime, numbers of 
pedestrian&

quality of environ- air pollution 50 
ment, existence o~ levels 
pollution of air, (dust:tall) 
water 

URBAN AREA 

economic opportun~ty population size. not applicable
size of labour market to urban 
gro·wth of labour sub-areas 
market 

employment levels 
availability of 
housing finance 

quality reputation of city as 
a plctce to live 

clima"te 
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TABLE 2 continued 

variables. from previous research 
Variables Indicators 

Variables used 
:for present
study 

Definition 

SPATIAL LOCATION 
accessibility to: p~~Hi or employ

(distance, 
time, cost.)

friends and 
relatives 

ethnic communities 
downtown (public 
transport time, 

travel-time 
from city 

49 

proportion o~ centre by car 
people living at. (including_ 
greater distance delays)
than 'x' from 
city centre)

community institutions 
retail and service 
facilities 

socially-prestigious 
areas 

familiar areas 
location distance from city travel-time 49 

centre from city 
centre 

sector of origin
(distance of ori~in 
from city centre) mebility data 

sector of destin- not i:rt sufficient 
ation (angle o:ir detail with 
move with respect respect to origin 
to city centre)

distance from origin see. mobility 
to destination variables for 
(mileage, cost, some indications 
intervening of distance move• 
opportunities such 
as vacancies or 
population size of 
intervening pla ces) 

MOBILITY AND MIGRATION 
proportion Of partieu_ lineve_rs and 2-6·· lar population 

group who have changed residence in migrants from 
previous given time period various origins

frequency of residence change within. on-movers 1 
given time period 
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TAriLE 2 Tariables uaed in ~actor Analysis 

Tariable Definition of variable 
Number 

1 	 Percent of census tract population in 196:1 t 5 ye.rs
and over who aid not movetJ56-61 

2 	 Percent of censua tract population in 1961. 5 years
and over who moved between 1956 and 1961 from the 
central city 

Percent of c,ensua tract population iD 1961, 5 years
and over who moved between 1956 and 1961 ~roa the 
fringe of the metropolitan area 

4 	 Percent of censua tract population in 1961, 5 yeara
and over who ao~e4 between 1956 and 1961 within the 
same province {Ontario) 

5 	 Percent of census tract population in 1961,. 5 years
and over who moved between 1956 and 1961 from a 
different province 

6 	 Percent o:f census tract population 1961, 5 years
and over who moved between 1956 and 1961 from abroad 

7 	 Percent of total census. tract populati.on in 1961 
aged 0-4 years 

8 	 Percent of total census tract population in 1961 
aged 5-14 years 

9 	 Percent of total census tract popu1ation in 1961 
aged 15-24 years 

10 	 Percent 0£ total census tract population in 1961 
aged 25-34 years 

11 	 Percent of total census tract population in 1961 
aged 35-64 years 

12 	 Percent of total census tract population in 1961 

aged 65 years and ov.·er 


13 	 Percent of census. tract population in 1961, 15 years
and over who were single 

14 	 percent of census tract population in 1961, 15 years
and over who were married 

15 	 Percent of census tract population in 1961, 15 years
and over who were widowed 

http:populati.on
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!fABLE 2 continued 

variable 
Number 

Definition of variable 

16 Percent of census tract population in 1961, not 
attending school, minus 0-4 year olds, whose 
highest level of education was elementary 

17 Percent of census tract population in 1961, not 
attending school, minus 0-4 year olds, whose 
highest le~el of education was uni~ersity, one 
or more years 

i8 Percent of census tract population in 1961, 15 
years and over in labour force who were self-employed. 

19 Percent of census tract population in 1961, 15 
years and over in labour force who were employed in, 
managerial, professional or technical occupations 

20 Percent of census tract population in 1961, 15 
years and over in labour force who were employed 
as labourers 

21 Percent of census tract population in 1961, 15 
years and. over in labour force looking for work 

22 Percent of female census tract population in 19o·t, 
1' years and over in the labour force 

23 percsat of male e.ensus tract popula.tion in 1961, 
15 years and ever in labour force whose wage and 
salary income in 1961 was less than $2,0QO 

24 Percent of male census tract population in 1961. 
15 years and over in labour force whose wage and 
sa1ary income in 1961 was $6,000 and over 

25 , Percent of totai number of households in census 
tract 1961 which had O families (non-family househol<1s) 

26 Percent of total number of householas in census 
tract 1961 which had 2 or more families (multiple
family households) 

27 Percent of total number of households, in census 
tract 1961 with 1 person 

28 Percent of total number of households in eensus 
tract 1961 with 6 or more persons 
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TABLE 2 continued 

variable Definition of variable 
Number 

29 Percent of total number of families in census 
1961 with 0 children 

tract 

30 Percent of total number of .families. in census 
1961 with 5 or more children 

tract 

31 Percent of total number of dwellings in census 
1961 ··wllich were apartments 

tract 

32 Percent of total number of dwellings in census 
1961 which were single-detached 

tract 

33 

34 

35 

Percent of total number of dwellings in census 
1~61 which were tenant-occupied 

Percent o.f total number of dwellings in census 
1961 which were owner-occupied 

Percent of total number of dwellings in census 
1961 which had been occupied less than 3 years 

tract 

tract 

tract 

36 Percent of total number of dwellings in census tract 
1961 which had been occupied more than 10 years 

37 Percent of total number of dwellings in 
1961 which were constructed before 1920 

census tract 

;a Percent of total number of dwellings in census tra&t 
1961 which were crowded, with more than one person 
per roQDl 

39 Average number of 
1961 

rooas per dwelling in census tract 

40 .l?V'erage number of persons per room 
'i9b1 

in census tract 

41 

42 

Value of average rent in census tract 1Y61 

Value. of average income of households in cenns 
tract 1961 

43 •e41an value of awner-occupied dwellings in eenaua 
tract 1961 

44 Population growth 1956-61: population in census 
tract. 1961 as a proportion of population h census 
tract 1956 

McMAStER UNtVERSr['{ LIBRARY 
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TABLE 2 continued 

Variable Definition of Variable 
Number 

45 	 Number of manufacturing workers per 100 residential 
population in census tract 1961 

46 	 Number of retail workers per 100 residential 
population in census tract 1961 

47 	 Number of service workers per 100 residential 
popula.tion in census tract 1961 

48 	 Number of residential popu1ation per acre of 
census tract 1961 

49 	 Travel-time by car (including delays) from 
intersection of King Street and James Street 
(in minutes) 

50 	 Average number of tons per square mile of 
dustfall 1956-1961 

51 	 Percent of residential area of ceans tract 1961 
within *mile of main roads aarrying 13,000 to 
32,000 vehicles per day in 1961 _ 

52 	 Percent of residential area of census tract 1961 
devoted to open space land use in 1961 
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ANALYSIS 

Stu.dies of associates of migration and mo&ility 

have traditionally used correlation (l'reeban, 1950) and 

regression techniques {Moore, 1966; Willis, 1968, p.00). 

Correlation only deals with two variables at a time. 

Regression methods have been limited until fairly recently 

by the volume ef data and amount of computation required. 

Moore analysed seven variables in his study of Brisbane. 

It was not possible to consider very large numbers ot· 

variables together. As the review of previous research 

has shown, urban migration and mobility cannot be explained 

by a few variables, but depend .~ on many feeeBj: perhaps 

acting differently for migration over di.fferen-t distances 

or from different origins.. Apart from reducing this 

complexity, factor analysis provides a measure for ~ach 

case (census tract) for each factor, so the geographical 

distribution of factors can also be studied. 

Meyer (1971, p.343) considers that where variables 

are of theoretical interest, correlation techniques are more 

suitable, whereas factor ana tysis is bett.er suited t .o 

descriptive purposes. A possible compromise may be to use 

the output of the factor analysis as an input to regression 

analysis. 
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Best urban analyses using factor analysis have 

been concerned with testing the hypothesis that a great 

range of urban variables will reduce to family, economic 

and ethnic status as hypothesised by social area analysis 

(Shevky and Bell, 1955). A small number of studies have 

found a mobility, residential stability or population 

growth type of factor. Rees and Hill suggested that it 

may be worthwhile to do a study concentrating on migration 

data. This type of anM.ysis will in no way suggest eauaal 

linkages between Tariables; it will simply describe patterns 

of areal co-variation (Rees, 1971, p.222) • 

.Alt~ough it is hoped that the pattern being 

described will be the mobility pattern, there is no 

guarantee that this analysis will load significantly on 

mobility variables. The variables being used are similar 

to those already used in factorial ecologies which isolated 

the family and economic status fact'ara~ ! Biise may indeed 

be the dominant features, and mobility variables may not be 

sufficiently variable throughout the metropolitan area to 

have a separate factor or high factor loadings. 

~he other limitation is that the results will be 

applicable only to areas within the metropolitan area of 

Hamilton at this particular time. The results cannot be 

applied to individual past or potential moving behaviour. 



!he following steps were taken for the analys.is: 

1. Variables were chosen, converted to values for census 

tracts where necessary, and converted to ratio measures 

for ease of interpretation (Janson, 1969, p.323) (see 

Table .2). 

2. Variables similar to those transformed to logarithms in 

other studies (Cox, 1969, p.353 1; Sweetser, 1960, p.420) 

were graphed to determine if they were non-linear. There 

is no requirement for a normal distribution of variables, 

or for linear relations between different variables 

(Janson, 1969, p.332-333). The variables of density, 

distance from city centre, household income and manufacturing 

employment were found to be approximately linear, sa no 

transformations were done. 

3. To reduce the number o:f data cards per census tract, 

percentages were rounded to two figures, land use to three 

figures, and persons per room to one figure. This rounding 

is particularly important for small values with little 

variation, so that insignificant variations will not be 

exaggerated (Ibid., p.334). 

4. For tracts where occurrences of a variable were less 

than 100 and no vilue published, estimates were made, for 

value of average rent and value of owned dwellings te 

avoid gross distortion of the pattern. 

5. Before the final anagsis, variables were examined to 

determine it any should be removed beca11se categories or 

concepts 0verlapped (Ibid., p.327) or were not strictly 

http:analys.is
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relevant to a hypothesis regarding 111.igration or mobility. 

Consequently, percent of population born. in Canada, born 

outside Canada, immigrated 1946-61 and percent with high.

school education level, dwellings constructed after 1945 

and public transit travel-time were exoluaed. 

With these refinements, the data were transferred 

to punched cards with tw-o cards for each of 79 census tracts. 

Before factor analysis ean be undertaken, decision. 

must be reached on the method of estimating communalitie~0, 
the number o:f factors to be rotated, the type of rotation. 

and method of its calculation, and the eigenvalue limitJ~ 

1. !he squared multiple correlation of one variable with 

all the others is a lower limit for the communalitie_,., 

and was selected as being the mcst su±iable comllll!lality 

eatimate (Harman, 1967, p.90). Harman also states that 

the accuracy of communality estimates is not so crucial 

with large matrices. 

2. The number of factors to be rotated was specified to 

be contro~d by the lower limit on the eigenvalue. 

10 Communality is the amount of variance of the 
variable accounted for by the common factors together
(Cattell, 1965, p.198). It is the sum of the squared factor 
loadings for each variable on all factors. 

/ ?i Eigenvalue is the amount of variation accounted 
for by a factor pattern and is the sum of ~he squared loadings
for each factor on all the variables (Rummell, 1967, p.466). 



3. Orthogonal rotation (according to the varimax criterion1~ 

was specified, in order to better compare the resulting 

factors with existing mobility theories. The existence 

of uncorrelated factors may contribute aore to the 

theoretical basis of this study (Cox, 1969, p. 352). It. is 

recognised that it may be unrealistic to attempt to isolate 

orthogonal, uncorrelated factors (King, 1969, p.187) because 

many of the variables themselves are considerably inter

related. However, many studies (Murdie, 1969; Sweetser, 

1960) have used orthogonal. rotation of factors to ensure 

they are uncorrelated. 

4. Specification of the eigenvalue determines the nu.mber 

of factors which will be produced. The lower limit for the 

eigenvalue, beyond which factor loadings will not be 

calculated, was, estimated as 1.66, but this: was reduced to 

the more conventional value: of 1.00. As a result, eight 

factors with eigenvalues of more than 1.oo were produced, 

and these together accounted for 84 percent of the total 

variance. Theoretically, factoring shouln be stopped when 

the sum of communal!ties equals the. sum of eigenvalues ';,) 

(Barman, 1967, p.143). This point is reached after the 

sixth factor, which accounts for 3.5 percent of the t .otal 

variance. The- first six factors account for 79 percent of 

the variance. 

1l The Tarimax criter,ion maximises the fourth power
of' the loadings, and maxiJB.ises the scatter among the 1oadings
(eattell, 1965, p.210). 
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~e analysis: was carried out using the Biomedical 

X-s.eries factor analysia programme, BMDX72 (Dixon, 1970, 

pp.70-103). 

!he f i nal.lcommunalities calculated. give an indication 

of the amount of variance o~ each variable, which is 

acc:oun.ted fo-r by al1 the .factors. l'orty variables hai 

communalities o.f over 80 percent and of these, 90 percent 

of' 18 variable's was accounted for by the factors. The 

variable:& least well explained by the .factora were: 

a!pn'ta from same province 75 percen'k 
percent self-employed 74 
average rent 73 
t;raff'ic-voluae 68 
migrants from different- provinces. 68 
clwellings occup-ied less than 3 years 62 
pemsons aged 15-24 years 56 
percent of tract open space 26 

!he approximate nature of the open space and 

traffic-volume variables, the relatively small percentage 

of aigrants from outaide the met.ropoli"tan area (except 

abroad) and which may be asaociat.ed with variables net 

included in this analysis, ani the posai,bly overlapping 

nature of the•ocaupied le•• than 3 years' variable with 

the mobility variables raay pttrrtially explain why these variables 

are not as well repres.ented by the tactors. 

http:asaociat.ed
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It is; of interest to note there is a definite 

decrease in explanation of aobility and. migration Tariablea 

with increase in dis,tance moved (except for migrants from 

ab~oad). !his indicates that other influences not included, 

such aa eeonomi.c opportunitiea in Hamilton~ may be af':tecting 

such migration. 

!he variables with factor loadings greater than 

0.3 (Cox, 1969, p.352), are listed in !able 3. !he :tactor 

leadings and distribution of factor,9se0res will be 

described, and then these reeul.ts will be interpreted 

according to their contribution to migration and mobility. 

http:reeul.ts
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TABLE 3 Results of Factor Analysis: Factor Loadings 

:ractor 1 

Dwelling fY'pe and Household 


Comp•sitien - 1 

35.1 percent of total variance 

Apartwents - • 94 

Non-family households -.94 

Single-detached dwellings .93 

One-person households -.92 

Married .89 

fenant-oecupied - •. 86 

Single marital status -.85 


.85
Qwner-occupied 

Females in labour force -.ao 

Persons 5-14 years .79 

Persona 65 years and over -. 76 

No-children households -.75 

Widowed -.75 

Dwellings constructed -.68 


before 1920 

*Migrated from abroad, -.61 


1956-61 

Ch11dren 0-4 years .58 

Distance from e1ty centre •58 

Males earning less than -.57 

12,000 
Residential density -.55 
Traffic-volume -.51 
service employment -.45 
Persons looking for work -.43 
Persona 15-24. years -.41 
Dwel.lings occupied less -.40 

-than.-3..:_y,ears 

Persons per room .39 

Population growth .38 


Persons 35-64 years .38 


~actor 2 

Ecenomi.c Status 


17.9 percent of total Yarian.ce 

Manageria1., professional, .95 

technical occupations 


.93
University education 


.88
Males earning $6,000+ 
Average household income .aa 

Elementary e6uoation -.88 


.86
Value of owned dwelling 

Average rent .76 

Labourers -.71 

Persona looking for work.. - .• 56 

6+ persons. per household -.55 

Males earning less -.55 


than $2,000 
-.50Crowded dwellings 


*Migrated within same 

province, 1956-61 


2+ families per household.-.47 

Dwellings constructed -.47 


be:fore 1920 

-.46
Dustfali 

Traffic-volume 
Persons per room 
Dwellings occupied 

more than 10 years 
5+ children per household-.36 
Self-employed 

* mobility and aigraiien
Tariables 

.33 

http:household-.36
http:household.-.47
http:Yarian.ce
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TABLE 3 continued 

Factor 3 
Mobility and Life Cycle Stage 

11.6 percent o~ total variance 

:raotor 4 
Mobility and ~ringe 

Characteristics 
6.7 percent oi total variance 

*	Nen.-aovers 

persons 25-34 years 
Popula~ion growth 
Persons 35-64 years 
Dwelling~ occupied less 

than 3 years 
Dwellings occupied more 

than 10 years 
*Movers rrom city 

Children 0-4 years 
Persons 15-24 years 

*•!grants froa different 
provinces 

Single marital status 
He-children households 
Persons per rooa 

*Migrants from abroad 

•arried 

Persons· 65+ years 


*Migrants 	from same 
province 

-.93 
.aa 
.74 

-.71 
.b~ 

.61 

.61 
-.so 

.47 

-.39 
-.39 

.34 

.32 

.;2 
-.31 

.30 

iMovers from fringe 

Di.stance from city 
centre 

self-employed 
*•overs from city 
*•igrants from same 

province 

Dust.fall 

Residentia~ den~ity 

Rooms -per ctrelling 
¥eaales in labour force 
xraffic-voluae 
Labourers 
2+ .tamilies per

household 

-.89 
-.68 

-·-'7 

.65 

-. 6·:5 

.54 
_.50 

-.40 
.39 
.32 
.31 
.30 
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TABLE 3 eontinue4 

:ractor 5 :ractor 6 
Dwelling type and Houehold R~tail and service Employment 

composition - 2 

4.3 pereen"t of total Tarianee 3.5 percent o! t otal variance 

Rooms per dwelling -.70 Retail employment -.82 
2+ families per household -.68 service employment .:j,..76 
6+ persons per household -.44 Persons 15-24· years .35 
Dwellings constructed -.42 OWner-oocupied dwellings .32 

before 1920 *Movers from city -.29 
Labourers -.41 

*Migrants from abroad -.38 
Males earning less -.34 

than $2,000 
Persons looking for work -.30 

:ractor 7 ~ctor 8 
erewding and Children Ma.nufacturing Employment


and Migrants from 

Different Provinces 


2.6 percent of total varianwe 2.3 percent of total vari~ce 

5+ children per household -.72 Manu:tacturing employment-.79 

Crowded dwellings -.67 *Jligrants £rom d1t£erent -.63 
__ . provinces

Persons per room 58 
-.48Dastfall6+ persons per household -. 56 

Labourer• -.26
Persons 5-14 years -.49 

Mo-children households .47 

Persons 6$+ years .43 

Widowed .37 

Dwellings occupied more .33 


than 10 years 

Persons 35•64 years .33 

Children 0-4 years -.31 


http:employment-.79
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FACTOR 1 

Dwel11ng type and 
Household 
Composition 1 

\. '""'''' ,,, ' ~ \ 	'\..' \ '' <' ' ,,' ' \ '' \ ' 
~ \ 	 \ \ \ \.' ,'' ' \ \. ' ,. \ ' \ \' ' 

'\ '\.. ' \ ' ' ' \ \ 	 \ \. ' 
' ' \\ 	\'- ,\' '· 

' \ \ ' \ \ "· ' ' ' \ ' ' ',r-~->---'-~~~-!.~..L...!...~~~~~~:..-~' \ ' 

!'actor scores '~-'~'-_...:_....lo...• 

over +1.0C> 

...o. 51 to +1.00 

D. o.oo 	to ...a.so, 

~ 	-0.01 to -0.50 

-0.51 to -1.00 

over -1.00 

Om.ttted from D analysis 



FACTOR 2 

Economic Status 

46 

.... 
. \ 

-· 

CJ 


• 
~ 

•

D 


OYer +1.0~ 

+0.51 to .f1 .oo 

o.oo to +0.50 

-0.01 to -0.50 

-0.51 to -1.00 

over -1.00 

Omitted fro• 
analysis. 

0 



FACTOR 3 

Mo'bility and 
Lif'e Cycle S:tage 

/ 

47 

·. 

'.~:.'_'·.: 
f • ~ , \.' . . . 

\ . 
'... 

.. ' 
... 

. , . 	 - . 
,- I 

Factor Scores 

~ Over +1.00 

D ..o.s1 to +1.oo 

[J o •.oo to +O. 50 

-0.01 to -0.50 

B 	-0.51 to -1.00 

• 	 OYer -1.00 

D 	Omittecl froa 

analysis 


0 
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FACTOR 4 

•obility and Pringe 
Characteristics 

~~~: Over +1.00 .... ,. "' " 

[;31 ...0.51 to +1.00' 

o.oo to +0.50D 
-0.01 to -0.50 

• 
~ 

-0.51 to -1.00 

• Over -1.00 

D Omitted !rom 
analysis 



PAOTOR 5 

Dwelling Type 
and Hausehold 
Composition - 2 

;, 
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'· 

,.,,, 

:tactor scores 

~~~ Over +1.00 
...~,~ 

D +0.51 to +1.00 

. o.oo to +0.50D 
-0.01 to -0.50~ 

D 

•• 
-o·.51 to -1.00 

QTer -1.00 

Omi.tted from 
analysis 



FACTOR 6 

Retail and service 
Employment 

over +1.00 

0.00 to -+0.50 

-0.01 to -0.50 

-0.5-1 to -1.00 

over -1.00 

Omitted from 
analysis 
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FACTOR '1 

Crowding 

and Children 

:ractor 
~,, over +1.00~t~~~'.' 

+0.51 to +1.00D' 
o.oo to +0.50D 

-0.01 to -0.50~ 
-0.51 to -1.00 

• 
~ 

OYer -1.00 

D Omi.tted from 
analysis 
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!'ACTOR 8 

Manu.tacturing 
Employment and 
Migrants from 
Different 
Provinces 

:Factor 

..0.51 to +1.00 

. o.oo to +0.50D 
~ 	-0.01 t ,o -0.50 

-0. 51 to -1.00 

over -1.00 

Omitted from D analysi.s 



RESULTS 

FACTOR 1. Dwelling !ype and Household Composition 

(35.1 percent of total variance) 

High. negative ~oadings oceur for areas with higb 

proportions of apartments, non-family, single-person and 

no-children. households, tenants, single and widowed persona, 

females in labour force and the elderly. !hese areas also 

have high proportions of dwellings built be~ere 1920 and of 

persona who migrated from abroad between 1956 and 1961. 

Areas are concentratetl in the south-central part of the 

city, and exhibit a general distance decay from James Street 

south and tracts 11, 12 an4 18. Similar density gradient• 

for population density and multiple-occupancy structures 

were found in Hamilton by Mercer· {1968). !'his concentration 

may be p~rtially explained by the high proportion of elderly 

and widows living in apartment areas in tract 11 and high 

proportion of young, and perl@.ps older, single females 

liYing in tract 18 who may be emp~oyed at St. Joseph's 

Hospital (tract 18). This factor also loads on service 

employment, to which the hospital, and financial institutions 

concentrated in tract 12 would contribu~e. 

~he converse of this factor is the high positive 

loadings of areas of single-detached, owned dwellings, 

53 
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characterised by married persons, children 0-4 and 5-14 years 

and positively related to distance from the city centre. 

Highest factor scores are in areas of high population 

growth between 1956 and 1961 - wes.t and east Mountain and 

east Hamilton. 

FACTOR 2.. Economic Status 

(17.9 percent of total variance) 

This factor has high posit1ve loadings for 118llagerial, 

professional, technical occupations, uni?ersity education, 

and high wages, household income, dwelling and rental values. 

There is also an association with migrants from the same 

province. In Ham.11ton Metrepolitan Area, these areas are 

east~north •ountain, West Burlington, Westdale, south of 

Aberde:en. .ATenue, East Burlington, west o:t James Street 

South, s.toney Creek, Ancaster and West Mountain. 

Areas of negative factor scores are concentrated 

north o~ Main Street and in the raral areas of Glanford, 

Binbrook and Beverley. these areas are characterised by 

high prQportions of persons witA elementary education, 

labourer ~ocau.patian, persons 1eok1ng for work and lew male 

wages; households with 6 or aore persons, 2 or more :families., 

and 5 or more children; crowded dwellin.gs built before 1920, 

occupied more than 10 years and with higher than average 

number of persons per room; and high levels of dust.tall, 

and 'traffie-ve1uae. There is a weak negative loading of 

http:dwellin.gs
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migrants .from abroad. 


Whereas factor 1 is spatially concentric, factor 2 

is arrange4 linearly, roughly from south-west to north-east.. 

acros~ Hamilton city. Thia compares with the concentric 

familism and zanal economic status arrangement described 

for other North American cities, (.Anderson and Egeland, 1961; 

Murdie, 1969). !he appearance of these factors, isolated in 

other studies of much wider ranges of variables;, indicates 

that household composition and economic status characteristics 

account for the major part of variatioa within urban areas. 

In the present study, these factors together account for 

53 percent of the total variance. 

FACTOR 3. Mobility and Life Cycle Stage 

(11.6 percent of total variance) 

:ractors 3 and 4 are more relevant to the study ot 

m•bil~ty. For factor 3, the highest loading is -0.925 for 

non-movers. Associated with this negative loading are 

persons 35-6:4, 15-24 and 65 and over years, ot single marital 

status, 4wellings occupied for more than 10 years, and 

households withou-t children. Thes.e areas are concentrated 

in east Hamilton (between Ottawa Street and Parkdale Avenue), 

west Hamilton, Kountain Brow, aouth of Aberdeen Avenue and 

Waterdown. 

The positive loadings include movers and migrants 




from al1 origins except the Jti.nge of the metropolitan area. 

Highest loadings are far persons 25-34 years, population 

growt~ 1956-i11 and dwellings occupied less than ; years. 

High poaitiYe scores occur between Jennell Avenue and 

Mohawk Road on the Mountian, and along the Burlington 

lakesaore, and testify to a high proportion o~ mobile 

persons in new residential areas. These are also areas wi:th 

high proportions of children 0-4 years and married persona. 

The spatial arrangement resembles theories of urban 

growth, and Hamilton exhibits successive •waves' of factor 

scores for this mobility factor. In the city centre, this 

is of medium strength, as this area actually experienced 

popul&_tion loss between 1956 and 1961, though it has the 

greatest concentration of migrallts from abroad. surrounding 

this is a •trough' of non-mover areas, with a high •wave'o~ 

new areas of high factor scores on the south Mountai n and 

Burlington lakeshore, tapering off to medium strength in 

south and east Hamilton and nor~- , ··Burlington. This is 

surrounded in the west of the metropolitan area by non-mover 

areas from Aneaster to Waterdown and north of highway 5, and 

in Stoney Creek to the east. 

This is one stage of a dynamic pattern, which will 

show the classic Burgess 'waves:' of urban growth, as the 

population ages and newer residential areas are developed 

further from the eity centre. High positive scoreswould 
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be expected to appear for 196·6-71 in the areas south of 

Mohawk Road on the Mountain, and north of the Queen Elizabeth 

Way in Burlington. This also illustrates the outward 

direction of urban growth. 

FACTOR 4. Mobility and Pringe Characteristics 

(6.7 percent of total vari~nce) 

This factor associates movers from the fringe areas 

with distance from the city centre (that is, theae movers 

move within the fringe rather than to the city) and with 

self-employed persons, reflecting the rural land use of 

much of the fringe, despite its suburban towns. Associated 

with this pattern are areas o_f migrants from the same 

province. Such periplrleral concentrations may he due to 

movement from !roronto, which may view Burlington as a more 

suitable and closer destination. In Bill's sample of 

migrants within the TorontCi> region (1971), in the Hamill.ton 

Metropolitan Area, only Burlington and Waterdown had an 

excess of in-migrants from ~oronto over out-11.igrants to 

Toronto. Hamilton city loat<: 5~1 householm to !oronto and 

gained 5,29 from Toronto in th:is sample (Ibid., p .11). 

Migrants from other Ontario ttwna may alse have more 

knowledge of Hamilton ·City and. be mere discriminating ill 

their choice of destination, than migrants froa abroad, who 

may have no knowledge of the city or residential epportunities 

in its environs. 



!the. city of Ha.milton is characterised by almost wholly 

positive scores, except for six traets immediately below the 

Mountain Brow (11, 5, 4, 25, 18 and 8) and the tracts 

closest to the fringe (61, 63, 60). !he highes.t positiTe 

scores oceur in the east Mountain, Redhill Creek, tract 28, 

and narth west city {trae~s 6 and · 15). With these are 

assoeiate4 the variables of movers from the city, high 

levels of clustfall, res14ential density, and traf:t1c-volume, 

.females in the labour f 'orce and labourers,. and households 

with 2 or more fa.ailies. However, the areas to the south

east do not generally p0ssess these characteristies, except 

for movers from the city. The tracts with the highest 

proportion of movers within the city are 17 in the centre, 

an& 46, 47, 49, 50, 53, 59 ancl 60 on the •ountain~ and these 

have much lower pol1ut1on., traffic-volumes and density than 

north Hamilton. 

The fairly small percentage ef the t .otal varia.D.ee 

of this factor may mean separate variations such as high 

dustfall in north Hamilton and high proportion of oity movers· 

en the Mountain are included together. !he same 'wave-like' (; 

progression alsa1appears tor this factor, in contrast to 

the gradient effect ot· factors 1 and 2. It also demonstrates 

that 41f!erent variables are associated with areas of 

fringe movers and same-province migrants than with city 

movers, migrants from different provinces and migrants 

from abroad. 

http:varia.D.ee
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l'AC!Olt 5. Dwelling Type and Household Compos!tion-2. 

(4.3 perce.nt of total variance) 

~his is another housing and occupants measure with 

high negative loadings for large, old dwellings with many 

occupants, he::;o»Jc•ore families per household, and also 

includes high proportions of labourer•, males earning lees 

than 12,000 per annum and persons looking for work. This 

factor is associated with migrants from abroad, and 

iadieates the type of housing areas chosen as destinations 

by these migrants. 

The spatial distribu~oa shows the great contrasts 

between the large old dwellings between Wentworth Street 

and Gage Avenue and south o~ Aberdeen Avenue, compared with 

the small dwellings and small households of the apartment 

areas around James Street South, and the very small, newe:r 

houses north of Queenston Road. 

FACTOR 6. Retail and senice Employment 

(3.5 percent of total variance) 

Thia factor shows these concentrations of employ-sent 

with high negative factor loadings 1 ~. Weakly associated 

13 The high negative score tor tract 47 seems 
inexplicable except aa inaccuracies resulting from assign
ment of employment values, the very small population of the 
area (932 in 1961) and the almost wholly owner-occupied
and professional, managerial nature of the dwellings and 
oecupa1'ions. 

http:perce.nt
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with these same areas are movers from the city. The 

greatest concentration occurs in the four tracts around 

King and James Streets, and between Ottawa and Kenilworth 

Streets. 

This factor does not reveal anything that could not 

be gained from a lnd use ttt.ep or separate plotting of city 

movers. 

Although this should theoretically be the final 

factor considered, as. :tacters 71 and 8 account for 11ttle of 

the total variance (2.6 and 2.3 percent respectively) .. and 

they appear after the equality ef sums of communalities 

and eigenvalues is reached, they do show quite definite 

factor score patterns. 

:Factor 7 describes areas of crowding and children 

large numbers of children and persons per household, large 

number of crowded dwellings and persons per room.. children 

5-14 and to a weaker extent children 0-4, and has virtually 

no association with any mobility or migration variables. 

The positive loadings asaociate areas of no children 

households, persons 65 and over, widowed, dwellings occupied 

more than ten years and persons 35 to 64 years. 

Thie family-type factor is dis·tributed in north, south 

and east of Hamilton city and in the fringe areas, and is 
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separated by a band of non-family areas below the Mountain., 

through the lower central city from Dundas to Parkdale Aveaue. 

Pactor 8 describes manufacturing employment. ana 

migration from different provinces, and .associates high 

proportions of manufacturing employment, dustfall and 

(weakly) labourers, with this mi~ation. In Hamilton, migrants 
provinca.s 

froa di.f~erent~ though only two percent of the aetropo11tan 

area population in 1961, were concentrated in tracts 53, 29, 

66, 58, 19 an4 20 9 20 percent of the metropolitan total. 

Although there are also fairly large number of migrants in 

Ancaster, Saltflee;t, Du.Ddas and Burlington, the ass,oeiation 

with this factor may indicate that Hamilton attracts 

manu:t·acturing eaploymen-t fro• different provinces. 

!his pattern of mobility and migration variables in 

Hamilton 1956-61 shows the dominant pat-tern, of housing. type 

and household composition, particularly life cycle stage 

variables , (faetors 1, 3, 5 and 7). !!he other main pattern• 

are of economic status. aobility and employment. 

!rhe.se results will be interpreted in more detail 

with respect to mobility and migration variables, and the 

hypotheses. regarding their ass.ociations. 



IHTERPRETA.TIOB 

D.e hypothesis regarding mobile areas (sea above,p.23.) 

1.s f'airl.y well confirmed by the reaults ef .taeter 3. Areas 

of high mobility do bve a higher proportion of young adults 

(25-34 years) and young children (0-4), dwellings occupied 
' for a short period of time, and with lil.gher th.an average 

number of persona. per rooa (and therefore, limited space). 

However, the ass;oeiation is: with married rather than single 

persons, who are more associated with non-movers. 

Otherwise, the nen-mover areas also support the 

hypothes.ised characteristics of low:-mobility areas with 

middle-aged persons and dwellings occupied for a long time. 

But rather than large families and households, the non-mover 

areas also include households without children, and persona 

15-24, 65 years and over, and single marital status. It 

was expected these areas would be characteristic of mobile 

areas. 

!he . fact that migrants from abroad are concentrated 

ill areas of negative loadings for apariments in factor 1 

would seea~:to support the asaociatioa of aebile areas with 

areas of apartment dwellers and tenants, and with slngle 

and widowed marital status and those with fewer family · 
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commitments - non-family households, single-person (one 

person) households, and households without children. 

However, migrants from abroad are individually not 

necessarily any of these categories, and it may be erroneous 

to associate their areas Gf cancentration with old areas ef 

high residential density and traffic volume, when many 

other variables may influence this concentration. !actor 5 

associates foreign migrants with large, old dwellings and 

multiple-family households surrounding the city c:aatre. 

But it 1.s nevertheless interesting to Cl)bserve the concentration 

of :fCl)reign migrants net far froa the city eentre, as 

described in Burgess• model of city growth in 1923. 

Other mi.ility variables are weakly associated with 

factar 1 ..:-movers from the fringe and non-movers with low 

positive loadings. The only contri.bution of thiai factor to 

mobility study is i.ts city/suburbs dimension, association 

of areas of· migrants from abroad with the city, and its 

population and housing characteristies. 

As far as hypothesis 2 is eonoerned, the actual 

size o-r movement from dif.ferant origi:as does support this 

relation with distance, except for migration .from abroad. 

Eor 1956-61, the proportion o.f the Hamilton Ketropalitan 

Area population 5 years and over from each sour·ce waa: 
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city 30.5 percent 
1'ringe 6.4 
same proviace 6.1 
dif~erent proTiace 2.1 
abroad 5.4 
total movers and migrants 50.5 
aon-aovere 49.5 
Source: Census o~ Canada 1961, CaSalogu.e 95-541. 

Destination areas were differentiated according to 

each of these origins, with the principal differences for 

non-mover areas, mobile areas (except the fringe) and fringe-

mover areas. 

There was no support for the hypothesis of increasing 

ecoilom:ie statue with increasing distance moved. Areas o:t 

foreign and different-province migration tended to be 

associated with lower economic status areas. Higher economic 

status areas were associated with city movers into new areas 

and with fringe movers and to some extent same province 

migrants. 

The areas of concentration of city movers in the 

central city were associated ia factor 4 with areas of 

high dustf~li and residential desnity, and to a lesser degree 

with females in the labour force, traffic voluae, labourers 

and multiple family households. This is more an association 

with poorer quality areas than with lower economic status, 

although the two may coincide. In factQ{2)1ligrants .from 
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abroad are more associated with l.ow status areas, but this 

is a very weak loading (-0.26). 

Hypothes·i.s. 2 is generally not confirmed by this 

study. The reason may lie in the particular character of 

Hamilton as a manufacturing city, with 5.6 percent of its 

labour .force employed in manufacturing in -1961 (Parker, 1963~ ,._ 

p.20). Consequently, long distance movers are more likely 

to be attracted by such industry, and .if unskilled, wil1 

have lower economic status, and be compelled to live in the 

more central and northern areas of the city. Because of iss 

proximity to Toronto, Hamilton may be in a functional 

shadow of the larger city, where the concentration of 

financial and government activities is located. Longer

diatance migrants of higher status are therefore _ more~ likely 

to find employment equivalent. to their qualifications in 

Toronto. The reputation o~ Hamilton as a steel city therefore 

attracts more unskilled and production workers from other 

provinces and abroad. 

!he destinations of ~oreign migrants is in.to the 

city, but not into the most cen~ral area (tracts 12 and 17). 

City movers do move outwards to the newer are&s on the 

periphery, but tracts in the city centre have up to 60 percent 

of their total population meving within the city. !he 

hypothesis is supported that migrants from the same proTince 

will move into outer areas, but is even more pronounced for 
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fringe movers, who move within the fringe, net into the 

city. Even though the mebility factors were spatially 

distributed in •waves• o~ mobi1e and non-mobile areas, 

Burgess' succession of urban growth is only partially 

supported because foreign Iii.grants enter a zone slightly 

away from the city centre, the eity centre itself' exhibits 

high intra-urban mobility., and mid-distance in-movement is 

i~.i the outer areas, rather than the centre. 



COHCLUSIOlf 

!he main findings o~ this ecological study C!>:f 

mobility and migration in Hamilton are: 

1. Most. of 'the variation withln the metropolitan area is 

related to housing and its associated oecupa.Jlts, and 

economic status, similar to factorial ecologies of other 

cities. 

2. Mobile and stable areas account for the next largest 

proportion of the total variance, but. there is a clear 

6istinetion between areas of 


a) non-movers, 

b,) migrants from abroacl and different provinces, 

e) mov-era 1rom the city and 

cl) movers .from the fringe and aigrants from the same provin.c~. 


:5. The most apparent areal association with mobility apart 

from population growta, is age and mari'tal status tor city 

movers as opposed to non mayers. ~his confirms the finding 

et individual studies of intra-urban mob111ty, that life 

cycle stage is the most significant determinant. 

4. An0ther association is that of neighbourhood quality 

and distance andnaobility. Distance is positively related 

to tinge mobility and same-province migration; low 

neighbourhood quality (measured by dustfall, density and 

traffic volume) is related ~o city mobility. !hese quality 
67 
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measures may also be inveraely related to distance. but this 

may indicate that the •image• of different areas may affect. 

mobility. 

5. The results of this study do not, lend any support to the 

hypothesis that status of migrants increases with distance 

moved. Only two economic associations with mobility appear 

high economie status areas and areas of same province migration 

(factor 2); areas of foreign migrants with areas of large 

dwellings and households and low occupation levels and wages_; 

and different province migration with industrial areas. 

Therefore, there is a tendency for longest distance migrant_s 

to move to lower status areas, and mid-distance migrants to 

move to higher status areas •. 

Population growth, life cycle stage, distance from 

city centre, neighbourhood environment and status of area of 

destination would appear to be associated with residential 

mobility from different originat at the ecological level 

of aI&l.ysis. 

The value of this ecological approach is that,, with 

careful sel.ection of variables, the social geography of a 

city at one period of timet and the changing social geography 

can be described. The use of factor analysis allows a greater 

number of variables to be included. This is also the value 

of a factorial ecology or residential change: that large 

numbers of variables can be ass,essed at one time, to reveal 
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the strongest ass~oeiation .. 

Interest lies more in the variables which occur 

together under one .factor, rather than in the .factors 

themselves, when .factorial ecology is used for a limited 

subject such as residential change. There i~ a danger of 

neglecting the factors which account for the greatest amount 

of the variation in the urban pattern, to concentrate on minor 

factors which may contain the variables of interest, but 

whose internal ass.ociations may be much more tenuous. In 

this study, the housing and economic status factors accounted 

for 53 percent of the t ,otal varia.itee, whereas the factors 

with mobility associations accounted for only 28 percent. 

The factorial ecology method should th.ere.fore only 

be used to isolate the most relevant variables, and correlation 

or regression analysis should be und·ertaken to determine the 

actual degree of significance of these associations, after 

disregarding unimportant variables. From this study, 

relevant variables could be: 

Non-movers City me>vers same pr0vinc.e 

35-64 years 25-34 years va1ue or dwelling 
dwellings occupied population growth 

mere than 10 years 0-4 years

single· marital status 
 persons pell' room Fringe 

no children 
 married Diatance from 

65 years and over city centre 
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Migrants from different Migrant.a from abroad 
provinces rooms per dwelling

25-34 years constructed before 1920 
popula.tion growth 2+ families per househola 
0-4 years 6+ persons per household 
persons per room labourers 
married males earning less than 
manufacturing employment $2,000 
dustfall or air pollution persons lo&king .for work 
labourers 

or further value to the study of geographical 

distribution of phenomena would be the use of Q-made factor 

analysis which would group the areas, rather than variables. 

of similar variation. 

Another significant extension of this study woul« be 

to repeat the analysis for 1966-11 data to determine if the 

same patterns. exist. ~he change in areas over time and their 

mobility characteristics could then be compared with moore ta: 

typology, to determine i.f Hamilton•s mobility and neig;b.bour

hood patterns bear any resemblance t .o such a sehema. 

Despite_ the support of this study ts findings. for 

previous research results,. some lim.it.ations must be consider-ad. 

!his study does not. attempt to identify causes for residential 

change, but only to describe some areal associations of 

mobile and non-mobile areas within one p<:i.rticular city._ 

These areal associations cannot be applied to individual 

movers or migrants. The variables selected do not cover all 
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possible associations with mobility, and variables concerned 

with individual perception and behaviour, and other environ

mental influences may be important omissions. The character

istics of the areas are as in 1961, and not necessarily when 

residential changes occurred. 

The need is apparent for very careful selection of 

measures of · each variable, particularl.y where different 

data sources are used. The allocation of measures to sub-areas 

requires particular care and extreme accuracy, or results 

will be suspect. An example from thi.s . study are the measur&s 

of open a.pace availability and possibly the air pollution 

measure of dustfall. Alternative measures should be 

investigated where these exist. Preliminary investigation 

of interrelated variables should be done to avoid duplication 

of variables, and in the case of causal analysis~ of erroneous 

conclusions. Examination of the correlation matrix before 

the factor analysis is c-ompleted should indicate variables 

which are not related to the subject of interest, and these 

can be removed. For this study, this would have revealed 

variables highly correlated with mobility variables, but 

would not have produced the geographical distribution of 

similar variations provided by factor scores. 

Apart from affirming the importance of age and distance 

from city centre, and questioning the role of economic status, 

this type of study does not contribute additional knowledge 
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to the theory of mobility and migr_ation. Factorial ecology 

is ess.e_ntially a descriptive tool, useful for continuing 

assessment of the social geography of the city. It may also 

prove useful for other specialised topics, such as social 

pro'blems, crime and mental illness, and aid in the 

allocation of treatment facilities, or further research 

investigations. 

This study has. illustrat.ed the value of factor 

analysis in determining major patt.erns in urban areas. and 

has confirme.d the findings of. individual stud.ies with 

respect to life cycle stage, but not with respect to socio

eeonomie status. Mobility at the ecological level is not 

generally related to the three. factors of family, economie 

and ethnic status, but. to mon.e specific variables o.:t' life 

cycle stage, population growth, environmental quality and 

distance from the city centre. 
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APPENDIX 1. DATA INPUT 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11r 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
census 
Tract 

1 59 29 03 05 01 04 06 14 15 10 42 12 25 65 09 22 11 14 
2 53 31 03 06 03 04 11 18 13 14 31 07 20 14 06 31 01 09 
3_ 60 30 02 04. 02 03 06 14 15 11 43 11 24. 67 09 34- 09 12 
4:.::-· · .:·_:;_ 5a 2; -02 05 02 ·09 11 11 15- 13 34 .11 23 66 09 43 03 06 
5 60 19. 05 07 02 08 08 15 14 11 39 13. 27 63 10 22 18 15 
6 50 37 01 02 01 08 t2 19 13 15 32 08 25 '7 07 66 02 06 

.·,_1 56 28- 01 04 01 10 10 17 14 14 33 12 23 61 09 54 03 05 
8 56 30 02 03 03 06 11 11 14 14 33 11 24 64 10 51 03 06 
9 3'1 43 01 01 03 09 10 16 14 10 33 11 24 64 11 40 01 01 

10 4 3 38 02 06. 02 09 09 12 15- 15 35 14 21 60 11 36 07 07 
11 42 38 02 08 03 08 03 061 12 13 45 21 34 49 15- 24. 13 08 
12 35 48 02 03 03 07 06 09 18 14 38 15 33 55 10 41 05 08 
13 44 40 03 04 oo 09 09 44: 11 15 38 13 28 5S 12 62 01 10
14 55 32 01 02 03 08 12J 21 13 14 32 08 24 69 07 64 01 05 
15 40 44 01 02 02 10 11 1a 14 16 33 oa 26 65 oa 67 01 08 
16 36 49 oo 03 01 09 11 19 10 10 34 13 26 64 10 64 01 oa
17 31 55 00 06 03 06 09 15 13 16 34 12 29 59 10 54 02 08 
18 40 40 03 09 02 08 0, 13 19 16 32 11 32 51 09 41 07 07 
19 41 38 01 05 04 11 09. 11 14 11 35 14 28 60 10 40 05 0 6 1 

20 43 37 00 05 04 10 10 16- 14 15 35 10 27 64 08 52 02 06 
21 48 31 01 05 02 12 11 15_-, 16 16: 33 09 28 64 07 55, 03t05 
22 51 3~ 03 02 02 04 14 22 12 16 30 07 23 69 07 62 01 06 
23 45 34 00 04 02 14 12 18 13 1, 34 09 22 70 08 63 01 07 
24 49 34 01 05 01 10 10 15 14 16 32 12 24 65 10 48 04 07 
25 49 29 04 04 03 10 09 13 15 15 35 14 25 63 11 39 07 10 
26 44 36 01 06 03 10 10 16 12 15 33 15 21 66 12 41 05 08 
27 44 39 02 04 01 09 09 11 14 16 38 12 23 68 09 43 03 08 
2a 55- 32 oo 01 03 0)9 10 1a 11 14 36 10 22 10 oa 63 02 01 
29 51 27 00 04 07 11 06 22 12 16 31 07 24 68 07 62 01 07 
30 58· 30 00 04 03 04 10 1, 14 14 35 11 20 71 09 60 01 04 
31 55 31 01 05 01 08 10 16 12 15 35 12 19 73 08 55 03 05 
32 57 33 01 03 01 05 08 13 14. 13 37 44 24 66 10· 39 06· 09
33 64 26 02 02 03 04 oa 15 14 12 41 10 21 10 oa 54 05 og
34 53 31 02 01 01 06 08 16 13 11 37 15 20 69 10- 6·3 01 OS 
35 45 42 01 04 03 05 12 19 14 13 30 12 18 71 10 57 01 04 
36 50 38 04 03 01 05 12 22 13 14 33 07 23 71 06 63 01 05 
37 10 22 00 02 01 04 08 18 12 10 35 11 19 72 09 53 01 05 
38 61 30 01 04 01 02 10 18 14 12 37 09 21 71 07 54 01 05 
39 65 27 01 03 01 03 08 16 13 11 44 09 20 73 07 43 03 06 
40 55 37 01 03 oo 04 12 24 11 15 34 04 11 78 04 3a 03 01 
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DATA INPUT 

variable19 20 21 22 23 24 25 2& 21 28 29 30 31 32 3-3 14 35 36 
a.ensue 
Tract 

1 40 02 01 30 10 28 16· 02 11 06 44 01 24 75 27 73 31 40 
2 23 03 03 35 10 18 09 03 06 09 36 03 17 82 18 82 32 2~ 
3 28 0 3 01 36 11 19 16 02 13 01 44 01 11 82 20 80 2 6 3 5· 
4 12 05 04 34 1& 08 11 07 11 15 §§ 0, 29 66 31 69 21 44
5:; 31 03 03 32 11 23 19 05 11 13 41 03 21 7 20 80 23 43 
& 06 12 12 31 25 02 10 15 05 26 33 07 26 40 42 58 25 34 
7 11 a6 04 34 1a 06. 14 . 09 og, 1 3s 04 21 51 3a 6:2 2a 31 
a 08 01 07 36 19 04 22 01 15 1& 37 04 45 41 52 48 32 35 
9 16. 0 5 0 5 40 14 09 22 07 Hi~ 13 31 0 3 4 9 43 44 5 6 38 13 

10 17 04 04 42 16 09 33 03 23 08 46 02 64 26 60 40 43 26 
11 28 ·02 03 51 10 11 55 01 44 02 65 01 91 07 78 00 40 24 
12 13 04 06 52 17 05 39 05 31 10 53 02 75 15 19 00 44 26 
13 ' 08 13 12 33 27 02 26 11 20 10 41 04 49 24 63 00 38 24 
14 05 11 09 36 17 03 11 09 06 23 29 07 14 66 32 68 21 41 
15 06 11 10 33 26 02 15 13 06 25 31 06 37 34 52 48 42 24 
16 07 10 09 36 28 02 29 07 21 18 37 07 57 17 77 00 40 18 
17 10 06 09 37 15 04 27 06 18 17 37 05 53 21 62 00 27 25 
18 29 04 03 52 15 07 Z6 06 18 12 44 03 55 24 61 39 47 28 
19 25 05 95 44 13 07 33 02 23 07 44 02 75 20 59 39 41 24 
20 07 09 08 37 20 04 28 03 16 15 36 04 51 33 53 47 38 30 
21 17 09 05 43 17 04 17 11 11 18 37 03 34 47 37 63 29 3' 
22 05 10 06 27 14 03 09 10 06 25 27 06 15 69 31 69 !8 352, 06 11 07 33 11 02 13 16 08 24 34 05 27 59 34 66 30 55 
24 11 07 03 36 13 06 23 14 14 18 39 03 41 554 42 58 34 35 
25 17 06 03 36 11 11 23 11 14 14 42 02 36 62 35 65 27 40 
26 15 04 03 33 11 10 15 13 09 16 40 02 32 66 21 73 34 38 
27 15 07 03 40 12 09 22 11 16 13 48 01 52 47 47 53 34 30 
28 08 13 06 33 16 04 09 18 04 25 38 03 09 81 15 85 12 45 
29 06 12 06 29 16 04 10 11 05 27 30 08 18 17 28 72 30 41 
30 06 09 04 31 14 06 13 06 09 13 39 03 28 64 25 75 23 40 
31 08 08 05 34 13 06 14 06 10 10 40 02 33 64 24 77 28 38 
3~ 19 06 03 36 12 14 16 06 10 10 45 o~ 35 65 29 11 16 40 
33 19 05 02 31 11 1a 09 09 05 11 •2 02 10 $9 ~o ~go 1s 48 
34 08 08 04 3~ 13 08 16 06 11 11 43 03 17 83 21 79 25 44 
35 06 08 06 29 17 06 16 04 11 14 33 05 30 69 38 62 40 35 
36 06 12 06 27 16 05 10 01 01 23 30 oa oo 90 oo a4 O<ID 40 
37 07 07 03 29 12 07 11 04 07 12 36 04 13 86 20 80 23 46 
38 09 07 03 28 09 11 11 07 07 12 41 02 00 94 00 93 11 51 
39 14 06 02 33 08 16 08 06 05 09 45 01 15 83 15 85 24 36 
40 14 05 02 31 06 14 04 06 02 16 23 04 00 95 00 01 16 18 
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DATA INPUT 

Tariable37 38 39 «l 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52Census 
Tract 

1 00 00 59 5 93 89 17 112 002 006 014 1& 12 24 70 50 
2 11 07 51 7 86 65 14 124 054 004 005 12 15 15 40 40 
3 00 00 52 6 85 67 15 097 002 001 005 07 08 30 25 10 
4 68 10 55 7 71 55 11 101 013 003 003 20 08 23 00 00 
5 50 oo 69 5 94 99 11 102 001 001 001 20 10 20 oo o;
6 89 19 56 8 60 52 10 100 043 005 007 09 05 38 50 50 
7 84 13 54 7 62 51 10 101 005 002 002 28 05 37 99 40 
8 89 00 49 6 67 48 11 093 009 005 004 31 05 32 99 00 
9 77 00 52 7 77 64 13 109 002 003 003 38 07 24 40 00 

10 75 10 46 6 74 57 14 100 002 003 002 43 05 25 40 oo~ ~ 
11 51 00 39 5 77 62 12 098 001 001 004 27 03 25 99 00 
12 72 00 45 7 67 51 10 072 030 033 050 29 02 32 99 00 
13 97 1a 51 1 56 45 10 oa1 oaa 032 056 29 02 34 90 oo 
14 81 15 56 7 61 52 10 098 003 002 006 26 07 43 50 10 
15 95 17 56 1 59 52 11 095 037 007 010 25 04 37 80 00 
16 86 17 44 8 51 42 10 090 073 096 113 22 02 33 90 00 
17 94 00 47 7 61 43 10 099 057 128 156 20 03 30 99 00 
18 60 09 48 6 80 61 12 100 005 002 051 20 06 24 99 00 
19 74 06 44 6 74 54 14 099 000 002 007 40 07 27 70 00 
20 84 13 49 7 66 55 12 098 015 012 023 42 06 34 60 00 
21 94 16 53 7 64 55 10 093 013 005 029 44 07 40 99 00 
22 73 19 59 8 63 51 10 094 185 002 003 07 10 55 60 00 
23 77 19 56 7 62 54. 11 098 035 003 006 37 11 45 99 10 
24 65 00 57 6 70 65 13 095 024 010 013 36 08 30 99 00 
25 53 00 61 6 78 67 15 100 000 003 004 26 10 26 80 10 
26 62 00 62 6 74 70 14 101 009 002 008 23 11 27 80 10 
27 32 08 55 6 74 71 15 099 004 004 011 41 11 32 99 10 
28 66 11 60 7 67 62 12 102 048 004 005 30 11 47 99 20 
29 56 15 59 1 63 57 10 089 538 OOl 005 04 113 65 50 00 
30 62 13 52 1 64 52 10 095 023 005 003 35 12 48 99 00 
31 56 09 55 6 71 56 12 097 002 008 004 36 11 34 99 00 
32 17 00 56 6 77 76 16 098 001 000 007 13 13 26 30 50 
33 00 00 60 6 85 69 15 096 000 000 002 24 14 26 50 10 
34 38 00 52 6 66 52 10 097 003 012 012 30 14 35 99 00 
35 59 1~ 50 7 71 45 10 112 001 060 009 29 13 45 99 00 
36 ,2 21 52 8 64 55 10 077 296 005 005 02 15 60 99 05 
37 30 10 49 7 70 52 10 099 003 008 002 29 15 45 99 00 
38 13 00 54 6 68 57 'i2 096 001 005 005 29 44 3~>- tSO 00 
39 oo oo 52 6 86 69 15 096 001 002 003 21 14 29 eo 05 
40 00 00 53 7 90 66 14 105 001 001 001 07 15 26 00 60 
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DA.!A INPUT 


variable 1 2 3 4 5 ' 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1b 11 18
Census 
!ract 
41; 6} 30 01 03 02 03 12 21 12 14 36 05 18 77 05 45 03 05 
42 66 28 02 02 01 02 11 20 1b 12 36 06 22 12 05 50 01 05 
43 40 44 01 05 02 02 15 24 11. : 20 30 04 16 79 04 56 01 04 
44 46 4~ 02 03 02 05 16 28 12 15 26 03 18 78 04 43 01 04 
45 61 31 01 02 02 03 11 20 1} 14 38 04 20 74 05 41 03 08 
46 24 57 03 08 03 04 08 22 11 23 24 02 12 85 02 2~ 06 0, 
47 43 54 00 03 00 00· 13 25 10 12 36· 04 11 79 04 12 22 23 
48. 50 39 03 05, 01 02 12 24 1t 15 34 03 1s 77 05 2s o& oa 
49 3, 52 03 03 03 03 17 23 09 21 28 03 1) 84 03 33 03 04 
50 42 51 01 02 02 o~ 12 24 09 15 21 12 11 11 1t 4.1 03 05 
51 51' 33 01 05 01 04 12 20 13 16 34 06i 18 16 06 34 05 05 
52 60 32 00 02 02 03 10 21 14 12 35 09 22 70 08 40 03 05
53 20 51 01 05 01 11 19 31 09. 1a 22 01 15., a2 03 32 03 02 
54 47 43 02 03 01 03 14 26 12 11 30 04 1, 80 04 31 04 04 
55 66 26 01 03 oo 04 10 21 12 11 39 oa 20 12 01 35 04 06 
56 62 27 02 06 02 00 08 20 13 10 40 09 22 71 07 33 10 09 
57 40 44 03 07 03 03 15 22 11 18 30 03 15 80 03 32 04 05 
58 13 63 04 09 05 08 20 32 08, 25 23 02 10 86 93 26 01 08 
59 25 60 02 08 01 04 17 21 08 20 30 05 13 80 06 22 09 07 
60 43 38 01 06 02 04 14 20 1~ 16 32 05 17 78 03 37 04 12 
61 48 33 Oi 03 02 08 13 22 14 13 31 06 20 73 04 39 02 06 
62 45 35 01 09 01 09 14 25 12 15 30 03 21 15 03 42 04 09 
6~ 49 36 03 06 01 05 14 26 11 14 31 04 11 1s 04 3a 04 11 
64 6.1 12 08 13 03 02 10 22 11 11 3-9 06. 18 77 05 20 15 15 
65 44 11 20 1§, 03 08 11..21 13 15 33 07 19 75 05 26 11 10 
66, 32 17 19 22 05 05 Hi 24 10 17" 30 03 16 80 03 19 15 12 
67 30 30 18 16 02 05 19 24 09 20 25 02 14 83 03 30 05 07 
68 51 16 16 10 02 05 13 22 12 15 32 06 21 74 04 31 09 13 
69 59 02 22 11 00 05 12 23 14 14 31 06 23 72 03 42 08 25 
70 69 04 12 10 01 Ot 09 22 14 10 36 08 24 69· 06 29 09 06 
71 56 11 21 08 00 04 14 25 11 13 30 07 18 78 04 39 04 12 
'l2 51 20 20 06 01 02 14 23 12 14 30 06 22 73 05 39 05 15 
73 51 15 20 09 02 03 12 20 12 13 34 09 21 71 08 31 08 10 
74 53 21 14 07 03 03 14 24 10 14 33 05 19 77 04 28 12 16 
75 46 29 15 06 01 03 15 24 12 15 30 04 18 78 04 42 03 12 
76 52 23 12 09 01 02 12 21 12 14 35 06 18 77 05 27 08 12 
Tl 64 06 17 07 02 02 12 23 14 12 31 09 23 72 05 51 03 26 
78 50 19 19 08 01 04 15 24 11 16 28 05 15 78 05 38 03 18 
79 51 25 16 07 01 00 14 23 12 16 29 07 16 79 05 43 03 23 
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DATA INPUT 

Variable19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 3~ 
census 
Tract 
41 13 07 02 33 10 17 06 06 04 15 30 03 00 92 00 91 00 25 
42 07 06 03 31 11 09 06 05 04 16 28 04 00 95 10 90 21 46 
43 06 07 04 27 10 08 05 04 04 19 22 06 00 94 19 81 1, 19 
44 07 06 04 30 12 07 05 03 04 25 18 11 14 69 56 44 44 14 
45 18 06 04 30 08 17 07 06 03 13 31 04 00 88 00 88 00 00 
46 . 22 03 02 30 06 24 03 03 02 13 23 04 18 81 20 80 41 00 
47 50 03 00 21 05 42 02 01 91 12 22 04 00 99 00 99 00 00 
48 22 03 02 32 07 25 04 04 03 13 22 04 00 93 00 92 33 00 
49 14 05 05 29 01 19 02 02 01 12 20 02 oo eo 12 a8 2a oo 
50 13 05 02 29 08 16 03 03 02 19 23 06 16 84 17 83 35 00 
51 18 04 02 35 09 14 10 04 07 12 33 04 31 68 33 67 37 18 
52 16 04 03 37 12 10 10 05 07 16 30 06 17 81 24 76 25 38 
53 09 04 04 27 09 10 02 02 01 25 10 11 00 80 57 43 41 00 
54 15 04 02 31 07 16 03 04 03 15 22 04 15 84 18 82 35 00 
55 15 04 03 35 10 12 09 03 06 12 32 03 10 88 13 87 21 38 
56 27 03 02 33 08 21 10 04 06 13 36 03 10 88 12 88 28 43 
57 17 04 02 32 06 16 03 04 01 14 23 04 11 89 40 86 32 10 
58 23 02 02 31 05 21 02 03 01 14 20 04 00 99 00 97 80 00 
59 28· 02 02 32 os 28 03 02 02 10 21 02 oo ea oo 96 15 oo 
60 18 04 04 25 09 16 07 04 06 12 28 05 18 80 37 63 42 14 
61 12 04 05 29 13 11 11 03 07 16 26 06 24 72 42 58 39 29 
62 17 05 04 32 14 12 05 04 03 19 23 10 00 85 22 78 40 00 
63 17 04 03 24 09 14 05 03 03 19 22 08 00 89 15 88 28 19 
64 44 02 02 25 07 42 05 02 ·04 11 31 03 05 94 09 91 22 19 
65 30 03 02 30 10 28 10 03 07 12 31 03 30 67 28 72 40 22 
66 36 03 01 23 01 39 04 02 03 14 21 os oo 95 10 ao 40 15 
67 18 04 02 23 06 23 03 03 02 18 15 04 00 92 11 89 35 01 
68 15 04 02 21 12 06 06 04 05 23 27 07 00 84 17 83 00 82 
69 15 04 02 21 12 06 06 04 05 23 27 07 00 84 17 83 00 32 
70 25 03 02 26 15 18 13 02 08 15 29 05 00 84 00 86 00 37 
71 16 04 01 24 10 12 07 04 05 18 27 08 00 89 18 82 21 30 
72 21 04 02 26 10 14 08 02 05 19 27 07 06 89 19 81 32 25 
73 26 04 03 31 11 19 12 03 09 13 30 04 20 74 23 77 28~ 28 
74 32 03 01 22 09 31 05 02 04 16 25 06 03 94 11 89 24 21 
75 13 05 03 26 10 13 05 02 04 18 24 07 04 90 15 85 32 18 
76 29 02 02 27 08 31 07 02 06 11 30 03 19 79 17 83 27 16 
77 10 04 02 25 13 04 10 03 07 20 30 08 00 90 12 88 24 47 
78 14 04 01 24 11 10 05 03 04 18 26 06 00 89 16 84 34 24 
79 11 05 02 17 09 08 06 05 05 17 31 06 00 89 00 88 15 34 



DATA INPUT' 


variable37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 4 7 48 49 50 51 52 

census 
Tract 
41 00 00 51 7 84 65 14 102 001 000 002 19 15 28 70 00 
42 00 14 49 8 75 61 10 095 011 005 004 17 15 30 50 00 
43 00 22 48 8 66 60 11 111 031 003 005 05 18 28 30 20 
44 00 25 47 9 72 57 11 119 008 004 004 18 16 28 40 30 
45 00 QQ 51 7 85 62 15 105 000 000 000 20 16 27 50 70 
46 oo 10 51 a oo 68 15 394 ooo 001 001 13 15 22 oo 40 
47 00 00 66 1 99 95 21 202 000 004 004 05 13 23 20 05 
48 00 12 54 8 85 75 16 J34 001 003 002 20 12 23 30 02 
49 00 12 49 8 85 63 14 174 000 003 002 20 14 20 00 05 
50 00 17 49 8 72 61 15 152 000 001 002 19 13 18 00 10 
51 00 12 46 8 94 60 13 113 000 001 001 30 12 22 10 00 
52 31 13 52 7 80 60 11 103 001 003 020 24 11 21 20 15 
53 00 31 49 9 62 54 15 291 000 001 001 28 12 16 00 02 
54 oo 13 50 a a1 62 15 161 ooo 001 002 21 11 14 oo 15 
55 10 08 ~1 7 81 60 13 099 001 003 003 23 10 18 30 30 
56 25 00 57 6 85 78 15 095 001 004 003 16 07 16 20 25 
57 00 12 50 8 93 65 15 184 001 004 003 19 10 12 00 05 
58 00 00 59 7 85 75 17 484 000 001 004 08 11 13 00 02 
59 00 00 55 7 74 71 16 309 000 001 001 11 12 12 00 05 
60 11 00 52 7 82 66 16 098 002 008 003 01 18 24 10 15 
61 41 12 52 7 66 52 12 105 000 003 003 10 22 21 99 10 
62 00 15 53 8 81 64 12 090 012 005 009 02 12 10 00 05 
63 11 14 54 8 66 63 11 204 002 003 002 01 15 08 00 02 
64 07 00 61 6 96 95 20 127 007 007 003 03 20 20 30 25 
65 16-06 53 6 94 72 16 134 007 004 010 08 22 15 10 05 
66, 05 06 61 6 99 a1 10 219 002 002 002 02 ;o 10 oo 02 
67 00 14 53 8 83 61 16 236 019 001 002 01 27 07 00 10 
68 13 10 56 1 6& 68. 15 132 004 001 002 01 22 10 80 10 
69 47 20 66 7 92 62 12 135c003 001 000 00 30 05 00 10 
70 50 00 62 6 95 86 14 105 000 010 003 09 22 06 00 00 
71 34 44 61 7 68 61 14 126 003 002 001 00 30 05 00 15 
72 33 11 58 1 57 59 14 J32 001 001 991 00 22 05 00 10 
73 38 07 56 6 74 67 15 119 013 005 005 04 16 10 10 20 
74 24 08 61 6 62 79 17 146 001 002 003 01 18 08 00 10 
75 13 16 53 8 61 59 13 133 004 003 003 01 28 15 10 00 
761 12 00 55 6 87 74 17 134 003 006 005 09 20 19 00 20 
1'1 63 10 65 6 44 55 10 110 002 000 000 00 40 05 00 00 
78 26 13 52 7 54 61 14 156 002 001 002 00 20 05 00 00 
79 43 00 64 6 44 53 13 137 001 001 001 00 23 05 00 00 
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APPENDIX 2 Factor Analysis Results 

VAR TABLE 
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2 
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~~ 
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49 
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FACTOR ~ATRIX 8FF~Rt ROTATION 

FACTOR 
2 _3_ - - _ _ _4______-- ·- ---- - -vAptAHLE

l .04547 .30953 .B,,730 .1447~ 

2 .1aoo1 .... 34 \ 75 ... 68084 e4425 

3 -.51348 .19798 .15377 -.72071 

4 -.4564t: ·2 g11 -.27864 -.55~94 

5 •g6£4~ -·i~ 6g -·4g6~6 ··y3 r~
6 • l 00 .. • 77 -.2 3 0 .. , 19 0 
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-.76522 .ooejo ··~1543~~ .:2~g~o .17304 .488 2 ... 7JS'0--- --..-;21ffi -· -;s-orn - ---;; •~oT4[ -· . • 6566 

41 -.42724 .S373A -.2oe12 .3314g
4?. -.56860 .63~12 -.01410 .0641 
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tiCTOR llA.UIX BDORE ROT.lTIOB 
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~nTATED FACTOR ~ATRIX 

F:IGENVALUES 
18.25233 '3.S0040 

CIJ~ \J LATJVf PROPGqTl ON OF TOTAL VllR!A f\'CE 

·3'5101 . 6 4 fi u4 .71335 .7'5679 
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ROTATED PACTOR llA!RIX 

l'ACTOR F yNAl 
COMtJONAL t TY 

1.83299 1.34327 1.1922 0 


CUllULATIVE PROPORTION OF TOTAL VARIANCE 

.79204 . 81 787 .84 07 9 
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